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WANTED
Part 1

•
•

New Types of Social Entity

The Role of the

cc

Potential Association ))

This article is reproduced from a new UAI Study
Paper entitled: « The Next Step in Inter-Organizational Relationships; the use of information, rather
than organization, as the foundation for the interorganizational activity of the future. »

The fragmentation, suspicion. duplication. unnecessary competition for limited resources
and conscious or unconscious opposition to
change and new patterns of activity which is
increasingly characteristic of interorganizationaJ
relations, suggests the need for a new type
of social entity.
Federations of organizations or even groupings
of individuals - as the current solution to this
malaise - are considered a potential threat to
the autonomy and freedom of action of the
proposed members, unless the grouping has
a highly specific function (in which case its
coordinative power is limited). Members do
not want to have things said in their name
except on very specific issues with their approval.
Is it not time that we examined the assumption
that « organizations » as we have known them
- and they do not differ fundamentally from
the first associations and limited liability companies that were created several centuries ago
- are the only possible form of organizing social activity. This is an incredible absence of
development in a society characterized by
change in all. domains.
Perhap$ we could bypass the impasse in interorganizational relations and the legal recognition of such entities by creating a new type
of social entity (*) ..
As a first suggestion. why do we not « create»
(or, r.eally. « think in terms of ») what might be
called a « potential association » (<< societe

n

Equally urgent, if less obvious, is the need for equivalent new structures or processes to relate, " potentially ", the activity of autonomous disciplines and as a
device for catalyzing individual integration,

potentielle » in French, as opposed to « societe anonyme »). Such an association would,
as such, not have « members » in the sense
of people subsribing in common to a particular set of views or being represented in any
way via any election procedure. The relationship would be loose - almost to vanishing point
- to avoid any threat to autonomy.
The bodies brought into relationship via a potential association would be held, or, strictly
speaking. would hold themselves, in this
relationship simply by the fact that they received information. whether on a paying basis or
as some form of subsidized service, from a
central point on topics of interest to them.
Such centres, each functioning as the secretariat for a potential association. could take
any existing organizational form - the fact that
each made available information (on a subscription basis, for example) to a list of people
or organizations implies no membership relationship whatsoever.
But. and here lies the difference from the multitude of information distribution operations,
the secretariat would also ensure that that each
«
potential associate " or « subscriber »
was regularly and rapidly informed of the identity and degree of « interest " or « deisre to
act » of other associates, with respect to each
new subject or issue (falling within the domain
of that particular potential association) on
which he had also registered his interest (or
desire : to act, to commit funds, etc.).
Each associate therefore has a comprehensive

picture, updated weekly for example, of what
new opportunities for joint action are open to
him.
On such particular issues contact between a
group of associates, self-selected from the
total « p~L~) of associates, is facilitated by the

secretariat. This could take the form of a list
(of the names and addresses of all associates
who had registered the same degree of interest in a given topic) sent to each person on
the list - or this could be extended so that a
willing contact person was appointed and indicated on the list. Such a restricted " transient " group (*) may then decide quite independently on the organizational form or joint
action it has to take, if any, (i. e. whether
formal or informal, profit or nonprofit, one-off
meeting, organization, joint letter, delegation,
etc.) for the period of duration of common interest in the SUbject. The potential association's central secretariat may, in some cases,
then prove to be the most appropriate administrative structure to carry out the secretariat
function of the specialized transient group. In
other cases a separate secretariat may be
created.
In this way the existence of the central secretariat is continually facilitating and catalyzing
the creation and crystallization of a multitude
of transient groups - self-selected from the
total pool of autonomous associates and dissolving back into the pool on completion of the
activity for which they were created. Clearly
at anyone time a given associate may be, be
becoming, or coming to be, a « member " of
a number of such transient groups with different : constitutions, degrees of formality, governmental character, continuity, degrees of
permanence, binding power over members,
types of programme, etc. Such specialized
groups may result, in the normal way, in the
creation of their own information systems or
administrative apparatus - and associates may
in fact have no further relationship with the
potential association from which the transient
group « gelled". Associates may even then
constitute themselves into a more specialized
potent1al association but at no time is the autonomy of the associate infringed upon without
his direct consent on the specific issue.
The potential association constitues a development which is a « hair's breadth" beyond current practice. This is encouraging in that it
indicates that the novelty would not be so

n
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p
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groups).

Alvin Tolller.
Future Shock.
London, 1970,
(transient organizations). p. 340-3 (situational

great as to jeopardize its use. Some organizational techniques which are related to it are :
ad hoc committees and working parties, use
of mission oriented « task forces » in complex organizations in order to get collaboration
across jurisdictional boundaries (this is highly
developed in the International Telephone and
Telegraph Corporation for example), « invisible
colleges » of scholars, natural disaster or crisis contact groups, « situational groups » advocated for people passing through the same
life situation at the same time (*), and working
groups of NGOs in consultative status with
ECOSOC (**).
The differences from these techniques are
however highly significant. Firstly, the potential association is given social recognition, it
becomes a social phenomenon which can be
labelled, discussed and improved upon. At
present the processes encompassed leading
to the crystallization of such groups occur in
a very haphazard, change-dependent, inefficient way (to the horror and despair of members when they finally make contact and realize the effort they have wasted). No information system has yet been designed to facilitate
this type of contact - the closest approaches
are the high-volume, high-cost, highly specialized, profile-based, journal-abstract systems.
Secondly, as a distinct organizational technique it can be active between hitherto partially or totally isolated organizations - as such it

(.. ) " Due to the increasing desire on the part of a
number of NGOs to combine for consultation on specific matters under the consideration of the Economic
and Social Council or its subsidiary bodies, slowly a
new approach has been gaining ground. Without changing the basic concept, the Conference agreed that it
or its Bureau may act as a convenor of meetings of
consultative NGOs who wish to meet, consult and cooperate on specific matters. The conference or its Bureau
should however not bear any responsibility for the actions
of the groups thus formed. This method which is certainly capable of further and wider application is not
objectionable, provided that there is always a clear
distinction defining the competence, the action and the
responsibility of the Conference and the Bureau on the
one hand, and the competence, action, and responsibility
of the cooperating groups or ad hoc committees of
NGOs on the other hand. ..
(A review of the Aims and Objectives and the Structural
Organization of the Conference of NGO's in Consultative Status with ECOSOC. 11th General Conference of
NGO's in Consultative Status with ECOSOC, Geneva,
1969, 11/GC/19, p. 9-10)
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The Coming Adhocracy
«We are, In fact, witnessing the arrival of a new
organizational system that will Increasingly challenge, and ultimately supplant bureaucracy. This
is the organization of the future. I call it cc Adhocracy ».
Man will encounter plenty of difficulty in adapting
to this new style organization.
But instead of
being trapped in some unchanging, personalitysmashing niche, man will find himself liberated,
a stranger in a new free-form world of kinetir.
organizatIOns. » ( p. 113)
.. Organizations now change their internal shape
with a frequency - and sometimes a rashness that makes the head swim. Titles change from
week to week. Jobs are transformed. Responsibilities shift. Vast organizational structures are
taken apart, bolted together in new forms, then
rearranged again.» (p. 113-4)
« Gardner referred to the «crises of organization»
in government and suggested that, in both the
public and private sectors, « Most organizations
have a structure that was designed to solve problems that no longer exist ».
The.. self-renewing » organization he defined as one that constantly changes its structure in response to changing needs ». (p. 118 citing John Gardner, author
of Self-Renewal. Harper, 1963; a similar view is
expressed by Donald .Schon who says that some
organizational structures are very much .. a series
of memorials to old problems ,,),
« Transient teams, whose members come together
to solve a specific problem and then separate,
are particularly a charateristic of science and help
account for the kinetic quality .of the scientific
community. » (p. 121)

.. Clearly, there is nothing new about the idea of
assembling a g~oup to work toward the solution
of a specific problem, then dismantling it when
the task is completed. What is new is the frequency with which organizations must resort to such
temporary arrangements. The seemingly permanent
structures of many large organizations, often because they resist change, are now heavily infiltrated with these transient cells. » (p. 121)
.....\lie need to create « self-destroying organizations... lots of autonomous, semi-attached units
which can be spun off, destroyed, sold ... when
the need for them has disappeared. » (p. 122
citing Donald Schon, President of the Organization for Social and Technical Innovation).
«
What is now within our grasp... is a kind of

productive capability that is alive with intelligence,
alive with information, 10 that at Its maximum
It is completely flexible; one could completely
reorganize the plant from hour to hour if
one wished to do so.» And what is true of the
plant is increasingly true of the organization as a
whole." (p. 122 citing a management consultant).
" This typically bureaucratic arrangment is ideally
suited to solving routine problems at a moderate
pace. But when things speed up, or the problems
cease to be routine, chaos often breaks loose.
It is easy to see why... It takes more information
to cope with a novel problem than one we have
11
solved a dozen or a hundred times before.
is this combined demand for more information at
faster speeds that is now undermining the great
vertical hierarchies so typical of bureaucracy. »
(p. 125).
" You no longer have the strict allegiance to
hierarchy.
You may have five or six different
levels of the hierarchy represented in one meeting.
You try to forget about salary level and
hierarchy, and organize to get the job done. »
(p. 126 citing the Director for Personnel Planning
for International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation).
« Quile possibly... the only truly effective methods
for preventing, or coping with problems of
coordination and communication in our changing
technology wilt be lound in new arrangments of
people and task, in arrangments which sharply
break with the bureaucratic tradition...
(p. 126
citing Professor Read of McGilI Unlversily).
« Information surges through soeletiy so rapidly,
drastic changes in technology come so quickly
that newer, even more instantly responsive forml
01 organization must characterize the future.
What, then, will be the characteristics of the organizations of super-industrial society? .. The key
word ... will be " temporary ,,; there will be adaprapidly changing temporary systems ».
tive,
Problems will be solved by task forces composed
of " relative stangers who represent a set of
diverse professional skills ». (p. 129 citing sociologist Warren Bennis) .
.. Once again, there Is nothing new about people
leeking advice from one another. What il new
is our ability, through the use of computerized
systems, to assemble lituational groups swiftly,
to match up Individuals with counselors, and to
do both with considerable respect for privacy and
anonymity. " (p. 343).

Extracts from : Future Shock; a study of mass
bewilderment in the face of accelerating change,
by Mvin Toffler (London, Bodley Head, 1970;
Chapjer 7 is entitled «Organization: the Coming
Ad-Hoc racy »).

increases the whole pace, potential and flexibility of organized activity. Thirdly, by objectifying the tenuous concept of a group of bodies or persons which could link together in
different transient patterns under different
appropriate conditions, the need to centre attention on existing organizations (with their
tendency to self-perpetuate and constitute
obstacles to social change) is diminished in
favour of recognition of the range of potential
patterns into which the component entities could
« gel» in response to new conditions.
A meaningful and dynamic social framework for ordinary organizations is thus supplied (').
Fourthly, at a time when the need for greater
participation is being felt, the " societe anonyme " can be seen as crystallized out of a
system of potential relationship between associates known (i.e. non-anonymous) to one another. Namely the transient bodies in which a
given associate does not participate are not
totally alien to him (provided they arise from the

(*) Thus whilst society may, with the use of a technique
of this type, form a highly ordered (Iow entropy) complex at any given time - satisfying short term, stability
requirements - the high probability of sWitching to completely different high order patterns at later points in
time supplies the " randomness» (high entropy) condition
essential to the facilitation of social change and development in response to new conditions.
In this connection, note Professor Johan Galtung's view on the
importance of high entropy for world peace :
.. Thus the general formula is : Increase the world
entropy, i.e. increase the disorder, the messiness, the
randomness, the unpredictability - avoid the clear-cut,
the simplistic blue-print, the highly predictable, the excessive order... Expressed in one formula, this seems to
capture much of what today passes as peace thinking,
particularly of the associative variety. »
(Johan Galtung. Entropy and the general theory of
peace. Proceedings of the International Peace Research
Association, Second Conference. Assen, Van Gorcum,
1968; also published as Chapter 5 of Theories of Peace,
prepared for Unesco under a contract with lPRA.)
In other words we have a means of ensuring h'igh social
stability at each point in time with low predictability
over time, or alternatively, and paradoxically, we can
think of it as a potentially (Le. unrealizable) highly
ordered situation over time which "contains" a sequence
of very disordered situations.
An advantage of this
is that people and power groups cannot take up
feudalistic roles in potential structures. (In this connection see : Johan Galtung. Feudal systems, structural
violence and the structural theory of revol utions. Proceedings of the IPRA Third Conference.
Assen, Van
Gorcum. 1971)

same potential association) - the alienating
effect of an ordinary organization is thus reduced.
Note that there is no limit to the number of
associates of a potential association - nor to
the degree of sub-division or over-lapping
between such associations. (Limits worth a
moment's reflection are perhaps constituted by
the total world population or the total number
of groups.)
Two other thorny problems are bypassed :
(a) legal status is irrelevant since the association as such, does not « exist ., in the
present in any tangible form - it only exists
potentially (hence <c potential association .,)
as a future possibility, and then only partially, through any of an infinite (or a least
very large) combination of possible subpatterns called into existence by particular
conditions - it is these sub-patterns which
may take on forms which could usefully
acquire some form of legal status for their
usually limited duration - there is however
no need for them to <c recognize» one another or be recognized by non-member associates.
(b) control of the central secretariat is not the
critical problem it is in the creation of a
normal organization. Its operation could
even be carried out under contract or be
carried out by an organization totally dissociated from the transient groups which
« gel » out of the potential association.
Control could be in the hands of a few or all
of the associates by their constituting themselves for that administrative purpose only
into a limited liability group or even some
form of « Committee of the Whole » (a
technique used by the United Nations General Assembly). Alternatively, the minimum
administrative operations could be carried
out as a normal subscriber-service by periodicals - overlap between such services to
common associates would merely confirm
then effectiveness.
By implication, both governmental and nongovermental, and profit and nonprofit, bodies at
any level could be associates of the same potential association. The feasibility of a given pattern gelling into some effective ad hoc, formal
or informal, joint operation would be determined by negotiation as part of the « life ..
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of the potential association in terms of the political and other constraints valid for the proposed
pattern over the period in question.
(It could be instructive to speculate on the
results of constituting the many thousands of
bodies which make up the UN into a potential
association. The same applies to the whole
intergovernmental system, the nongovernmental
system and could be equally interesting at the
national and local levels).
It should be clear that it is precisely this type
of method of ensuring a constant, very high and
flexible interaction rate which would ensure
generation of the maximum amount of selfcoordinated new activity, commitment and
involvement by associates of potential associations. It is this sort of approach which could
be catalyzed by the UN to increase the amount
of activity related to development, peace and
other UN programme objectives. This could
be done for the local and national levels, where
the centres of interest lie, to strengthen grassroots interaction, with the recognition that this
will build up and overflow naturally and of its
own accord onto the international level and
from the developed to the developing countries. This can be achieved without the need
for the UN to be responsible for the organization,
control or political implications of whatever

joint activity gels out - except where Specialized
Agency departmental participation, as an associate in a given activity, is appropriate. It is
the increase in the absolute amount of such
interaction which will ensure maximum collaboration with, and support for, the sub-set constituted by UN programmes.
What social processes, pressures or bodies
cause new UN programmes to be evolved
(Le.. voted) in recognition of new problems?
Does the UN believe that -non-UN joint activity
can contribute to the achievement of UN longterm objectives without necessarily being tied
to the UN definitions of methods and priorities if so, what needs to be done to facilitate such
activity (as a striking opportunity for accelerated
development rather than as a politico-administrative problem of selective « recognition » of
appropriate organizations?)

n

n

For specific proprosals for the use of computers to
facilitate high inter- and intra- organizational interaction,
see A.J.N. Judge. Information systems and inter- organizational space. In: Annals of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science Association, Special Issue on
Social Intelligence (for Development), Winter 1970-71. See
also: International Organizations and the Generation of
the Will to change; information systems required. Brussels,
Union of International Associations, 1970 (INF/5).
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Part 2

Matrix Organization and Organizational Networks
.. .turbulent environments require some relationship between dissimilar organizations whose fates
are, basically, positively correlated. This means relationships that will maximize cooperation and
which recognize that no one organization can take over the role of " the other " and become
paramount. We are inclined to speak of this type of relationship as an organizational matrix.
Such a matrix acts in the first place by delimiting on value criteria the character of what may be
included in the field specified - and therefore who. This selectivity then enables some definable
shape to be worked out without recourse to much in the way of formal hierarchy among members.
(F.E. Emery and EL. Trist. The Causal Texture of Organizational Environments.)

The potential association technique is closely related to a technique used to handle complex mullidisciplinary projects, such as the effort to get a man
on the moon. Projects of equivalent complexity are
the essence of development and the regeneration
of urban areas, for example. This new technique,
of proven worth, is known as the project or matrix organization.
The success of the program to get a man on the
moon is not only a technological triumph. « Apollo
11 has been referred to as the most complicated
piece of hardware ever conceived by man. The mind
boggles when one tries to envision the total configuration of this undertaking from the millions of
hardware parts through to the actual mission flight
encompasses a world-wide communications network. The managerial dimensions of the task are
staggering .... The administrative-management
segment is perhaps less glamorous, and is prone
to be overshadowed during the elation of accomplishment, but it is one that plays a vital role
in achievement» (*).
Development, peace and environmental problems
are coming to be perceived as enormously complex
- whether they' are as complex as the task of
getting a man to the moon is not yet clear. Many
people would have wished that the resources
devoted to the Apollo project could have been
diverted into development type programs. But
whatever one's views of the significance of the
Apollo project and criteria of success, there is
no reason why the technique used to manage this
complex multidisciplinary program should not be
examined for relevance, as a technique, to the
problem of relating the many organizations
working to solve different aspects of the populati on -food-health-envi ran ment-peace crisis.

() W. Litzinger, A. Mavrinac, and J. Wagle. The Manned
Spacecraft Center in Houston; the practice ot management. Revue Internationale des Sciences Administratives.
1970. 36, p. 2-8

The management techniques developed by NASA
are unorthodox because they must tie together:
fundamental research on new approaches, developmentof research insights into realistic projects,
contracti ng out aspects of the research. development
or manufacturing programme (to industry, universities, governmental agencies. professional associations. etc.) programme initiation, programme implementation, coordination of the programmes of a
maze of semi autonomous departments and institutions. human relations of a high order to blend
together creative talent. highly individualistic and
sensitive to restrictions to their autonomy in their
area of expertise. and external relations (With the
The points made here concerning the NASA management concepts are based on the article by W.
Litzinger, A. Mavrinac and J. Wagle entitled « The
Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston; the practice of management " (Revue internationale des
sciences administratives, 1970. 36, p. 2-8). The
criticism of traditional models of the dissemination
of policy and other information is based on the
1970 BBC Reith Lectures Igiven by Donald Schon,
President of the Organization for Social and Technical Innovation (" The Listener ", NovemberDecember 1970, BBC Publications, 35 Marylebone
High Street, London W1 M 4AA; a book by Donald
Schon " Beyond the Stable State ", London, Maurice Temple Smith Ltd, May 1971, will develop the
points made in the lectures). We strongly recommend that anyone concerned with the future of
international organization study Donald Schon's
views. They seem to be a key to the solution of the
problems of the relationship between international
governmental and nongovernmental organizations.
It is only to be regretted that so many people of
his calibre concentrate primarily on the problems of
national organizations. Why are the views of such
people never eVident in the " Jackson Reports "?
This article is reproduced from a new UAI Study
PaPer entitled " The Next Step in Inter-Organizational Relationships; the use of information, rather
than organization, as the foundation for the interorganizational activity of the future ".
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general public, the press, government, industry, the
academic community, and special interest groups).
At the same time priorities and organizational
patterns are constantly changing. To succeed in this
complex situation necessitates the abandonment of
most of the standard rules of management practice.
Each of the features noted above is present in the
elaboration of development-peace-envi ronmentfood programmes. It is therefore probable that
the NASA techniques may contain important
clues for the improvement of such programmes.
But programmes depend for their final success (in
problem-solution rather than administrative performance terms) on the participation of many people
from different backgrounds, organizations (e.g.,
government, industry, universities, professional associations, youth groups, etc.), and disciplines
(economics sociology, psychology, management,
statistics, agriculture, communications, etc.) within
programme frameworks which are as unrestrictive
on decentralized initiative as is feasible.
Consider some of the elements of the NASA philosophy. NASA decided,that it would act as technical
manager of a government-contractor-universityteam rather than be the designer and manufacturer
of its various reqUirements - namely a team effort
between essentially different types of organization.
This meant an emphasis on contracting out work
to non-NASA controlled bodies (whether government, industry, university or nrofessional association).

Matrix Organizational Structure.
A very important decision was the switch to the
concept of a « matrix organizational structure» in
contrast to the traditional hierarchial, one-man-oneboss structure. Within this new structure, each
participating body - whether controlled by NASA
or not - is considered to be at the intersection of
influences from other parts of the structure and
itself in turn influences several others. It is a
system which tends to diminish the visibility of
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authority and to emphasize consensus as an operative mode. Every participating organization or department is therefore at the point of intersection of
competing forces with each part giving particular
expression to the overall system's goal. Operating
decisions are part of the give and take of specialized
units struggling for a share of the system's total
resources.
A key part of matrix management is the presence
of elements with the power of precise decision,
able to freeze the dialogue of decision making at ad
hoc points. In place of a rigid hierarchy and the
pressure to conform to directives from the top,
matrix management tries to substitute operating
unit drive for expression within a climate of mutual
respect united around fundamentals.
Why the expression « matrix» organization? Consider a simple example in Fig. 1.
The project is divided into 5 Phases and requires
the partici pation of 10 organizations of various types.
Organizations participate to a different degree at
different Phases. At each Phase there is a problem
of coordination between the participating bodies.
Between Phases there is the problem of ensuring
continuity. Phases mayofcou rseoverlapone another
or run in parallel. In a real case several departments
from each organization might be involved at different
Phases, and there would probably be many more
Phases. The matrix would be very much larger.
In a matrix organization each Phase has its own
coordinating body which exists only for the duration
of the Phase. The manager of the coordinating body
has no formai iine of authority over the participating
functional units - but he does have deterministic
authority over the units which do participate. Within
the project as a whole, therefore, the activities of
one participating body are coordinated by several
such bodies - the one-man, one-bose approach is
dropped - with the result that the span of control
becomes very large.
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
MANNED SPACECRAFf CENTER
Houston. Texas
Figure 2.

I

,
Reproduced from : W. Litzlnger, A. Mavrinac, and J. Wagle. The Mann ed Spacacralt Center In Houston; the practice
of management. Revue intern ationale
des sciences administratives, 1970. 36,
p. 2-8.
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Each organizational unit can therefore be seen as,
an area of tension between the forces of integration
and fragmentation which cut through the system.
Matrix management attempts to enhance both
these tendencies.
Disintegration tendencies derive, in a developmentenvironment-food problem example, from: the
« economists»
responsibilities to propose mechanisms to improve the availability of funds to
developing countries. Similarly «human rights
NGOs » must focus on the social aspects and consequences of development. The <I peace researchers» must attempt to isolate factors which
hinder moves towards the reduction in international tensions and an increase in world stability.
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(DoMld Schon. BBC Reith Lectures 1970. The
Listener, 3 December 1970, p. 774).
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« Issues like human relations, trust, people understanding one another - which we used to think of
as the frills of a business organization - now
become absolutely central. When TRW Systems was
running the Minuteman project, the heads of each
of the resource pools and of the projecting group
met together for an hour at eight o'clock every
morning, every day of the week. Not because they
were nice fellows or thought that human relations
were a good thing, but because the informational
complexity of running a matrix was so great that
without that sort of meeting they couldn't manage
at all. »
'

I

The «medical organization» must attempt to
strees the importance of health in relation to development. pollution and malnutrition. The « pure
science bodies » must stress the importance of
new understanding of ecology. control of natural
phenomena, etc. The « mass media bodies »
must stress the importance of informing and educating the general public on their responsibilities. And so on.
Each such autarky - and it is as such that NASA
views many of its sub-systems'- is however related
to the others. Certain unifying techniques are provided. These have been well illustrated by the contrast between the traditional formal organization
(one-man-one-boss) structure as shown in Fig. 2
and the new diagrammatic representation as in
Fig. 3, In the NASA case, the first is judged as no
longer reflecting the reality of the matrix environment. The second is considered to be a closer
approximation to the management dynamics. This
is more than a « space age» portrayal of a structural-functional system. Just as the components of
our own social system are held in juxtaposition by
the forces of nature, so also does each « planet»
in the matrix organization owe its position to more
than just gravitational interaction with the « sun»
or its « moon(s) ». Each planet interacts with all
components of the system to bring about a balance
or stability which serves to maintain the system.
But is this solar system diagram relevant to the
problems of interrelating IGOs, INGOs, Multinational

Figure 3
'L\:":"ED SPACECRAFT CENTER
SOLAR ORGA:"IZATlO~'ALSYSTEM
Reproduced fro m
w. LitzlOger, A. Mavrinac. and J. Wagle, The Manned Spacecraft Center ,n Houston', the practice
of management. Revue internationale
des sCiences admll1istratives, '1970, 36,
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corporations, Governments, National bodies,
etc. ?
There never has been any question that they could
all be considered as linked within some overall
structure with formal lines of authority such as in
Fig. 2. Even in the case of limited groups of organizations the formal lines of authority are practically
non-existant - this is one of the greatest « weaknesses " of international organization.

Solar System Model
But suppose that instead of focusing on the formal
lines of authority we look at the flows of information,
resolutions and law, namely the information which
regulates - directly or indirectly -activities within
the world,system. We could perhaps draw out some
sort of rigid hierarchy with the United Nations at the
top. Each line would then represent some flow of
regulative information. But just as in the NASA case
this could not be considered an adequate picture of
the way such processes actually work. In particular,
many organizations would not wish to think of
themselves as beholden to others - there is a much
greater impression of autonomy and freedom of
action. In addition, we can not clearly see how information flows from the UN down to the national
level - the lines in the « world organization chart"
are not all known. In many cases the information
flow lines can be only dotted in. We are dealing with
a system of autarkies.
It is therefore much more useful to think of the
organic relationship between all the organizational
elements of the world system as based on the solar
system model. Each area of interest functions quite
independently within its own «planetary» orbit,
together with its own sub-interests in their respective « lunar» orbits.
Each body influences every other body, just as the
gravitational influence of each planet influences
every other planet. Stability is maintained because
all bodies revolve about a common central point.
But in the case of the world system there is no body
which sits at the central position as a meeting point
or origin for coordinative information. For some a
« world government» would take this central position. For others a governmental structure organized
in terms of the concepts current in national government would be a disaster. This position can therefore be considered a future or potential development
- an idea for which we do not yet have an adequate organizational form. This approach does not
however prevent us from treating this common (or
" virtual,,) point as the centre of a solar system
model. (The" inhabitants» of a particular body do
not have to think of it in these terms - just as it is
possible for someone on the surface of the Earth to
say both" the Sun rises» and « the Earth revolves
around the Sun ».)

As a first attempt at organizing thinking in these
terms, governmental, business-industry, and nonprofit-academic organizational forms have been
treated as three planetary systems in Fig. 4. This
therefore stresses the importance of the equilibrium
between the three basic types of organization
present in the social system.
To include more details, we can now treat each of
these planets as a solar system in its own right.
The first treated in this way is the governmental
system shown in Fig. 5. This stresses the geographical territorial aspect of the coordination problem.
Namely that the planets closer to the centre representthe most coordinative bodies (e.g. the United
Nations). Further out, the smaller regional intergovernmental organizations are shown, then the
national governments, then local governments.
The second system is that of the non-governmental,
non-profit organizations. This is shown in Fig. 6.
Again the non-existent « plenary conference» of
all international nongovernmental bodies is shown
at the centre - this is a potential or future development for which the adequate organizational
form and function had not yet been evolved. In the
nearest orbits around this move the various coordinating conferences of INGOs. These have different
degrees of substantiality, depending upon whether
there is an organization with a secretariat, a committee with no secretariat, or merely an infrequent
meeting. Each of these bodies may of course have
its own « moons» in the form of sub-committees or
working parties. In this case, the larger the orbit,
the more specialized and limited is the coordinative
function in both geographical and subject area
terms.
A similar attempt could be made to sketch out the
business-industry complex in terms of a solar system model. Significant features would be the multinational corporations, world trade centres, etc.
In each case we now have a way of looking at a
maze of independent and semi-autonomous bodies.
In each case the important point is that this approach
shows how justified each body is in considering
itself independent - but at the same time attention
s drawn to the extent to which each body is related
to others. It is a truism to say that everybody is
jependent upon everyone else in society, but we
lave enormous difficulty in balancing this integrative concept against our individually felt justification
for a sense of independence and freedom. This is
what a solar system model accomplishes. It balances centrifugal and centripetal forces, justifying
both.
In a rapidly changing society one must expect the
features of the solar system model to evolve. Potential structures which have acted as focal points may
take on an organizational form. Existing planets

Figure
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cease to be considered useful and may disintegrate
«releasing» any dependent bodies (which retain their usefulness) to gravitate into some new
orbit. A solar system model can « contain» conceptually and portray such social dynamism in a very
adequate manner.
Another important feature of the model is that it
can suggest or draw attention to the possibility of
new structures Clnd thus speed up evolution of the
social system to new forms.
The solar system model can be interpreted in
another way. If two bodies are placed close together
on the model, then communication between them the transfer of new concepts and information on new
problems - will be relatively easy compared to the
case where the bodies are far apart on the model.
Increased distance means increased difficulty in
communication.
This is a very important point because there is a
tendency to treat the centre of any such social system
as the "controller" of all «dependent» bodies.
From this it is just one step to suggesting that the
centre should instruct all dependent bodies on the
action they should take under any given set of circumstances.
This view completely loses sight of the fact that
precisely because bodies on the periphery are not
at the centre they have a better understanding of
problems developing in their sector. And it is because such peripheral bodies feel that they should
modify their own actions to respond to the problems
they detect, before the centre has registered the
importance of these problems (due to the communication lag) that the peripheral bodies feel justified
in stressing the importance of a high degree of
autonomy. The centre just does not respond to
crises quickly enough, on top of which it is usually
so over-burdened --' when attempting to control
everything - that it is not sensitive to information
on « minor» (from its own perspective) crises. These
are therefore allowed to grow, until the centre can
recognize the crisis as worthy of its attention with
disastrous consequences to the peripheral bodies
in the sector in question. A more organic approach
sees the peripheral bodies handling all the problems
to which they can respond effectively, only referring to more central bodies when the problem
overflows their sector.
The centre-periphery or solar system model has
recently been criticized by Donald pchon (BBC Reith
Lectures, 1970. Published in «The Listener", November-December, 1970.) in a very interesting way
which throws much light on the direction in which
forms of organization can expect to develop.
He is concerned with social changes and changes
in institutions, as a consequence of the spreading of

something, whether it be a new prOduct, a new
concept, a new technology, or a new type of institution. Social change becomes a by-product of the
diffusion of information.
He argues that society's diffusion systems change
over time and 'eVOlve and that this evolution is absolutely critical to how it is that society works and
that management of the society !depends on our
ability to spread things in it, for novelty to arise at
points and then to spread throughout the rest of
society.
He takes as a classic model of the diffusion process
the solar system with a centre and a periphery to it
In following his criticism it is important to note that
he is only concerned with the analogy to the diffusion of « light» from the sun as centre point. He is
not concerned with the analogy to the «gravitational» influence of each body (whether at the
centre or not) on every other body, as is the case in
the NASA solar system model.
In the case of international organizations, the centre
in the following argument could represent either the
international NGO (With its members or its public as
the periphery), the United Nations system (with
national organizations and the general public as the
periphery). The « novelty" is peace or developmentoriented thinking.
In the limited model, which he criticizes, the novelty
to be spread is at the centre and the potential
adapters or users of the novelty are at the periphery.
This is the model of diffusion that is practised in the
classroom. It rests on a series of assumptions:
- that which is to be diffused or spread exists
before the spreading be~ins
- the growth or spreading of new things takes
place by the movement of these things out from
the centre to a periphery
- that which is spread is a product or a technique
The model has certain limits built into it :
- only a certain amount of energy or resources
can be concentrated at the centre (i.e., the centre
does not have the time and energy to do everything all the time)
- depending on the number of points on the periphery, the distance from the centre to the
periphery, the effectiveness of the communication system between centre and periphery, the
work that must be done by the centre to get the
periphery to accept novelty may be considerably
increased
- the ability of the system to function is dependent
on how well the feedback mechanism works.
Namely the centre must respond to information
from the periphery, modify its own behaviour in
consequence and transmit new information back
to the periphery.
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«

Proliferation of Centers

»

Model.

A modification of the simple centre-periphery model
has been developed in response to these limitations.
Schon calls this the proliferation-of-centres model.
In this case the original primary centre is replicated
so that a new kind of centre is now created in the
middle and a series of miniature centre-periphery
models now operate on the periphery. He cites as
an example the Roman Army in which the primary
centre in Rome trains and develops the capability
of the colonies to function as secondary centres. In
this way the scope of operation is enormously increased. Whereas previously activity was bounded
by the distance to the periphery and the resources
of the centre, now new centres can be replicated at
convenient distances from the periphery, pushing
the limiting boundary further away from the original
centre.
The replication is not perfect, however, and such
social structures tend to fail when the periphery
and secondary centres get out of control - the
traditional conflict between the centre and the
region or branch. But as Schon says:
Perhaps the major source of failure in the proliferation-of-centres model has to do with the rigidity
of central doctrine in retation to what's going on at
the periphery. You have what looks, after the fact,
like the stupidity of the Third International with respect to revolution according to the likes of each
country, the stupidity of the Church, for example, in
the delays they practised before allowing the liturgy
to be Chinese in China, the stupidity of Coca-Cola
which for a long time insisted on providing brown
liquid for Africans when Africans didn't like brown
liquid: they liked orange liquid. The {Teed to modify
the central message according to the requirements
and the lights of the periphery poses great problems for the proliferation-of-centres system, because the whole structure of the system, its effectiveness, depends upon the simplicity and the uniformity of that message.
«

diSintegrates, the secondary centres gain Independence, or they decline, or they themselves assume
the rolc of primary centre. The reasons for that
decline or for that disintegration may be several.
I hey may have to do with the limits of the mfrastructure, the limits of the technology for the flow
of information if the centre can't reach the outposts
adequately. They may have /0 do with a constraint
on the centre's ability to manage that complexity.
They may have to do with the motivations of the
agents of diffusion. »

Schon contrasts this model which is currently used
in most large organizational systems, whether
governmental, business or nonprofit, with a model
which he describes as being pioneered by certain
types of «business-system» corporations and the
youth-peace-civil rights movement in the U,S.A. In
the latter case, for example, there is no clear centre
- or rather a shifting centre, and no stable message. Theories arise spontaneously, modify themselves and bear .Qnl~1 a family resemblance to one
another. Noth ing is radiating, out from one centre to
a periphery.
« It's a kind of amoeba, with very unclear boundaries, with no clear centre, with no clear structure, but
With a very powerful, informal, interpersonal network that pulls the whole thing together. And not
only does it survive, but it turns out to be darn near
invulnerable, and its invulnerability in part depends
on precisely those ways in which it is different from
the centre-periphery model. There is no clear, stable
centre, nothing to strike at. »

It is apparent that such systems were not organized
to be sensitive to change. Schon notes however that
they did adapt, and "learn», but only in spite of
forces opposing such adaptation:

Such social organization depends very heavily upon
the existence of a highly effective communications
system but also upon the « strange and wonderful
networks of interpersonal connection stretching over
the entire nation which enable the pieces of this
system to connect together. »
The movement and the business-systems firm are
therefore highly able to transform themselves without
disruption and to modify their behaviour in response
to the requirements of changing situations - despite
the fact that they are apparently the most antithetical to one another, their methods of organization appear to be converging upon a common organizational structure:

" I he great proliferation-of-centres models of the
late 19th and early 20th centuries turn out to have
been learning systems in spite of themselves. That
is to say, when change occurred which was responsive to the special conditions which obtained at the
periphery. the centre always found it necessary to
disengage, to react against that change, no matter
how adaptive the change may have been. The overall
pattern runs roughly this way. A primary centre
emerges, it develops a diffusion system, It replicates
itself in many secondary centres. The primary
centre specialises in the creation and management
01 secondary centres and in the management of the
overall network, and then the diffUSIOn system
Iragments, the centre loses control, the network

" The classical models for the diffusion of innovation took a product or a technique as the unit to be
diffused. The business systems firm and the youth
movement are biased toward a functional system of
thought and action as the unit to be diffused. The
classical model is a centre-periphery one; the
business-systems firm and the social movements
associated with youth and Vietnam have a pattern
of systems-transformation which is not centreperiphery. The classical mOdel has a fixed centre
and clearly defined leadership; the youth movement
and the business-systems firm both lend to have
shifting centres and ad hoc leadership as the requirement arises. The earlier system had relatively
stablc messages and a pattern of application of a

A NEW ECUMENICAL GEOMETRY PROPOSED
Whilst preparing the article on « Matrix Organization and Organizational Networks » for print
the editors were delighted to discover that onc
international nongovernmental organization was
already applying the solar system type model described in the article to its own area of special
concern, Meeting in Addis Ahaba in January. the
120-member 24th Central Committee meeting
of the World Council of Churches « countered the
institutional and financial crises of the Church
with speeches, statements and declarations that
should usher in a new chapter of the modern ecumencial movement. »
The report of the Chairman of the Central Committee, Or, M,M, Thomas, Director of the Christian Institute for the Study of Religion and Society

in Bangalore (India) is of particular interest.
Extracts (including the heading above) are produced below from the Ecumencial Press Service's
« This Month ",
We leave it to readers to judge the problems of
the approach mentioned by Or. Ihomas in fhe
light of the views on the solar system model examined in the article, The wec is concerned with
the progressive definition of a « centre .. as a
concept around which everything revolves, the
diffusion of the message from the centre, the
relationship of its member organizations to that
centre, the need to permit them full autonomy and
freedom to explore and respond to the problems
that they detect. and the need to establish relationships with organizations « beyond the periphery»,

AI Upp,wla alld sincc, we have bcell disClIssillg
the relmion bClwcell Ihe horizonlal alld verlical
dilnellSiolls ill the work of Ihe World COllllcil or
Churchel, I lhillk Ihe horiz.onlal lVork 1/11,1 all
beell dOlle no\\',
NIII il l'eell1l' to lI1e Ihal allolher jigure from !:coIIleln' which has beell elllployed fi'om time 10
lillll' ill WCC disCII,l'Sioll\' is more meanillg./itl Ihat or Ihe ('clllre alld Ihe olher parts o( the circle.
wch ltI' ./f)r e,wmple the mdii, which eXlelld ./rom
Ihe cenlre alld arc kepI ill place by Ihe ('{'lIlripe/(l.
1'1111 o( Ihe ('elllr('. alld at Ihe S{/f//(' lime express
or de/ill(' Ihe celllre, alld Ihe pcriphen' where
everYlhillg il \'l'eb as IIllIrgillal, So Ihe ({lIeslioll.\
\1'e would ask ,ore:

I he di.l'lincliolls belweell Ihe cenlre. the radill.l' alld
Ihe periphery become illcrea,l'ingly impOrlll11[ as
Ihe COllncil scek.l', I/Ilder the flU/lldale of Ihe
UpI'm la Assembly, 10 cnlarge Ihe cire/e, OIl Ihe
onc hand, alld 10 hccome more militalll 011 Ihe
olher.
fhe COl/Ilcil, which begall wilh lIn overwhelming
(l1'l'dominance (~I' chl/rchc,l o( the clliiblished ProIC,ltanl Iraditions frolll ~V('Slern LI/ropc lInd No,.,h
America, has noli' ill il,l fold nol only IIlO,II o( Ihe
Orlhodox chl/rchl'S and ll11my of [hI' chllrchcs of
Africa, Asia alld I,alill //111crica rclall'd 10 e,ltab/ished Proll'S[lI1ll milSioll.\' hI/I", cll/.1rclll's which are
deeply orielltl'll tOll'ard illdig('/wl/s A/i'icall Cl/Ill/re
and / or PentecosIl/1 spirilualily. 111 is I'xpallsioll
o( membership hlls broughl illlO Ihl' circle of the
World COl/llcil Ihc hI/mail hO(li'.l alld despair of
Ihe countries and cullures ill 1/11 parl,f of Ihe wide
world in Ihe midsl of which Ihe chl/rche.l' slmggle
10 lI'ilnes.l' 10 Ihcir failh and li(c in Chrisl, Ihis is
!l'hl/I I mean by Ihe enlargement of Ihc circle,
Allong wilh Ihis has come 10 Ihe World COl/ncil
membership, as cxpressed throuRh Ihe 1/1'1 ('mb/i{'\',
a new sell.le thal the COl/ncil should nOI lIlere!y
be engaged ill Ihe sludy o( rompa/'(/Iil'e eccll'lioloRY, comparalive theologies o( mission alld com(la/'illive social l'Ihies liS in Ihc c!lllrches. hUI IIlso
mUl'l .leek logl'l"('/' 10 de./ille //lore I'l'ecil''/.\' ill
Ihl' lighl o( ('0111/11011 /(Iilh their COm/lllill Roa/l
lI'ilh regllrd 10 IIllil.\'. Willl('\I' alld 11'ITic". al/ll
",ilhill cawi/l /imill mllke Ihe COl/lIcil illd( llIl
ill.lll'llll1e/ll of Illl' cll/lrchl'l ./('1' 1/l1IT/1lI1 hel/' (/fill
1'/1(,"',1 to rea!i:,1' Ih('\1' goall,

Whal is Ihe cenlre or celllml concern of Ihe
fellowship ill Ihoughl, life alld aClivilies of
Ihe World COllllcil ,?
(ii) Do Ihe /lIallY aspects or Ihe lijl' of the COII/lcil mditlle Ji'om and exprcss this celll/'{/I
COllccrn, a/ld i( so how?
(iiil f)o some aClivilies (!( Ihe Coullcil give u/ldue
imporlallce 10 Ihi/lf?,1 which arc margillal?

(i)

11Iese are ({lIeSliolls which arc beillR raised by Ihe
world oHtside the JVorld COllllcil COIISlillle/lCl'
"lid wIndillles, as ill Ih(' rI'{'('/l1 pa,l'l, by parl,l o(
Ihe WCC 1II1'III1)(,l'I'hi" illl'i{: We lllOlIld he gntle!,,1
to 111l'III, !or Ih('\e "re 1/1/(',I'lioll.l Ihe Ce/llr,,1 COIllmill('/' IIIIISI IlIk ill<'!( a,l il leek,l 10 ('I'allll/I/' Ih('
po!icil'l il la\, ןdowlI al/(l 1111' programml'l il l/I!<I
Ihl' /.).('('lIlivl' ('01llIllilll'e {/fill Ihe ,lla!f 10 imple11/"111,
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IT is Ihis ./lliTh-eThics commilml'nT ThaT Upp,l'lI!a
cOl1.\idered Ihe very cenTre of Ihe Coullcil's ii'l/owship, because the unily of mankind is " parT and
parcel of God's own relevation ". l'IIis is behind
The suggesTion mooTed at Uppsala Ihm churches
which deny The eThics of world commulliTy shollld
be considered guilTy of heresy - noT just of moral
heresy bllt of clear Theological heresy. And iT
11'1'111.1' to me ThllT some ChriSTians and probably
some member chutches //lay be iinding iT difficult
to understalld Ihe cenlralily of this theological
focus ... All The programmes of study alld acTion
in The World Council roday are aTTempTs 10 clari!;'
The naTure of This dialeCTical thcological ccnTre
10 which we arc cOIll/lliT/ed ...

The Ibdii
Rl'cl'nl!y tIIl/ny parIs o( The cOf/stiWl'lIcy

Ih<'ir COIIII/WII IUI' ill 11'/'111,1 of Th"
1I11d lili'~!i)rl1ls (~f illdiJ.:..I//iI/.1 cl/IIIIrl's, lI'hich hllv.. IN'ell Imditiol/ll11y shllped by
rdi).:iolls visiolls other Ihall Ihal (~r Christial/ily,
alld which arl' I/OW beill1( rn'!wpl'd by The illlpaCl
of seclllllr ideologies and Chrislian ideas. Ihese
churchcs are 111.1'0 called UpOIl 10 parliciplltl' ill
the bl/ilding of Iheir naliolls and TO work for
comlllOIl social alUl polilical goals in acliv" cooperaTiol/ wilh people organised in olher religiolls
cOllllllllnilies alld wilh parties and grol/ps iiJrmed around secular ideologies.
Similarly ill c'urope and Ihe Americas Ihe ellllrdies have becn compel/I'd TO enler il/IO dialogue
nOI ollly with Ihe growing secular culTure bUI
11/.1'0 wilh The sl'culllr hllmanislic faiths of both libe1'111 and A:arxisl persllasiolls which infuse il ...
{'.lprn,lill).:

Ol>viously, Ihl' ('('llIrl' o( Ihl' Coullcil is J.:iven in
ils N(/si.I, (/('{·ordillJ.: 10 which Ih,' vI/CC i.1 " 1I ./"'lowship (~( dlllrch",1 which COII'/I'IS Ihl' Lord ./".1'1/,1
Chrisl liS God and Saviour (/ccordillR 10 Ihl' ScriplUres and Ihenfore seek 10 fu/jill /{}J.:elher Iheir
comll1on callinR 10 Ihe glory of Ih" O/ie God,
Falher, Son and Holy Spiril ". I'llI' fellowship of
churches which we are is centred in our com//lon
confession offaith in Jesus Christ and our glorUicalion of Ihe lriune Dod ... lhe central COf/cern
is theological - f/ot in Ihe sense of a realily apart
from our 10tal life, bill of 0111' which expresses
ilself in Ihe pull which it exerls 011 Ihe IOtalily Christ-cef/tred and Iherefore seeking and aClion.
I he Ilew theological advance here is that Ihe
principle of catholicilY is offered as criteriof/ nol
only qr the I~re of Ihe the Christioll communiTy
hUI 0/\0 uf The I~re (~( all 1I111nkind. Ihus The WCC
sees Ihol iT i.1 cOll1miTTNl, in ils cl'nlral con./i'ssioll
or ChriST and his Church and as one of its 1',1.1'1'11Ticd COf/sliwenT aspl'cT.I, To 0 111'11' elhics or calholiciTY hy which " we HW.lt judge a/1/1 repudiaTe
Tragic distorTiolls o( !II/HUllliTy ill the Iz!i' o( //lallk illil

I~r

01/1'

"tcltther cJutrchl'," have b('en in .\erioil,\ clia/uRiii'

wilh Irll/liliullal or I'Hll'rgillg cullures alld rdigioll\'.
Ihe Asiall alld A./ricall churches, lI,l They hllve
grown 10 /lIall/I'ily and hl'come 111'11' unill'd churdle.1 or COHle logl'lher in regional cOl/nci/l, have
1>1'1'11 lIWlIkl'lIed to Ihl' need for shaking loose ./rulIl
Ihe J\',;I/el'll conii's,lio//.1 and for .finding IICW ways
o( cOllji',\I'ing alld cO//llllllniclIling The .fllilh 1I11d o(

11/(!l/g!I/~!i/rms

Heyond the Periphery
Rl'cl'lITly Ihe World COllflcil has orr<allised under
il,l OWl/ (/Ilspicl's COl/ v er.1 a Iio/1.\· 011 ./ililh and politics IViTh world ./1'11'1'.1'. Muslim,l and MarxiSTS.
A//d liS wlT!wrisl'd bv Cantabllry, a cOIl.Hllfalio/1
of Chrislilll/s wiTh rl'prl'.H'IITalive lIilldllS, BuddhillS a//d A1l/slim.1 was or).:anised III AjallOun to
I'xpl"rl' qlll'stiOll.1 of iIlTI'I'-rdigioll.1 dialufflll' on
A1an alld his Il'Inpural and IIllimall' de.\iiny ifl
Ihl' 'conll'xT or Ihe slrllggll' for world COIIIIIIUl/ily
and increming ifller-religiolls conlaC/I. Following
il, a cOlIsllltalion of theologians al L.urich evalualed Ajallolln and explorcd the Chrislian Iheology
of dialogue.
... 1 wOllld say Ihal the only eifeclive answer 10
sYl/creti.lln (ul/derstood as confusion belween the
livil/g God and idols at Ihe spiritual centre) is a
prop reI' posilive theological approach to ifldigenisalion, cooperalion IInd dialogue. And here more
Ihan in any other field wc need 10 define Ihc
cenlre of our ftlilh, where Jesus Chrisl as God
and Saviollr is II10fle IIllil1llllt' and excllldes Ill/
olher ).:ods IIl/d saviollrs and schemcs of slllvation
whl'1her rdi).:io/Is or seclllar, aT fhl' same lillle
disTil/gllishillg the IIllillllltl' CellTre from The pcnllllil/wle IIrea or symbols, iill'olo).:il's, va/III'S, insliTIIlio//.1 II//d I'xperiel/ces 01' Chri.ITillnily, olher
religion I' IInd seculllr id"ologics wh ..re il/terpcl/efrlllio// is //I'ccssary and possihle IIl1d where 1)//1'
co//cl'rn is to .lee how Ihey /llIIY he rl'lll'l'ml'd
ji-Olll Ihl' spiril of idollllry IIl/d .I1'/Ji·ighT,'/lI/I//t'.u
IIl1d ji-OIl1 The illhllmanily ari.lillg '/y01l1 Ihl'/II 1/11/1
II'III/s(or/lled inlo cxprl'sIioll.l· ot' The 1!I/II1(1/11/1I/
IIl1d Ihe C01ll1l10// hlll1llll/il." o( 1/11 /111'11 il/ ChriIf
al/d hl'aras /If Ih .. .filith, lil,' (1//11 1I/,'\lIIg.. ,,( The
('IllIrch ..

central message; the latter ones have evolvflJg
messages. Tile earlier systems were limited in their
scope by resources and energy at the centm an(}
by the capacity 01 the spokes; the latest systems
are lImited only by the qualities 01 the technological
inlrastructure of the time. The reason I dwell at
such length upon this development is that I think it
contains within it the seeds 01 what it means to be
a learning system in our time. "

Schon then uses these ideas about organizational
structures as learning systems to look at governmental structures, namely the third basic type of organization. He first notes that one negative but not
entirely inappropriate way of looking at government
agencies is as a series of memorials to old problems.
As a general rule agencies come into being around
problems that are perceived as critical problems
and then go on living long after those problems have
been solved or become insignificant.

The

«

learning

» syst~m

Public organizations have proved singularly inept at
responding to new situations - in functioning as a
learning system. Any problem that can be named
has a number of very interesting ideas for its solution. The difficulty has been that of carrying out
any policy for social change to respond effectively
in terms of such solutions. Schon scotches the idea
that inability to respond has been due to the lack of
commitment to the needed programmes in that one
could equally well argue that the failure of these
policies and our inability to implement them, rests
on a radically inadequate theory about the process
of implementing any policy. The current theory of
public learning is based on the following:
- that the issues and problems are given, that we
know what they are, and although we may investigate them; the investigation does not usually
take into account the process by which the
issues came to be perceived as important in
the first place;
that it is possible to make a radical distinction
between the formation of a policy and its implementation;
- that the process by which a policy comes to be
implemented is a centre-periphery process with
government disseminating policy from its centre
point;
that policy, once developed, can remain steady
over a long period of time which permits aspects
of the policy to be handled by compartmentalized
units which correspond to the departments and
agencies of government, namely one-agencyone-policy;
Against this theory he raises three questions:
how do ideas come into good currency, how do
issues come to be powerful for action, how do
we decide what needs to be worked on ?

how can government change in response to a
new problem?
how can government go about developing and
carrying out a policied solution to a new problem
when it is clear that the problem has to be
worked on but it is not clear what the solution
is, and when no solution is going to be adequate
for more than a short time?
As an example he cites the problem of the cities
and notes that no governmental agency in the U.S.A.
is not involved in this problem. Namely the problem
fragments the existing pattern of agencies with each
agency tackling that aspect of the problem relevant
to its own concerns. The same is true of development
and intergovernmental agencies. Another example
is the current problem of the environment. The
current solutions to this difficulty are:
to form inter-agency committees, which according to Schon have never been known to work
and quickly fall victim to the baronial instincts
of the various agencies so coordinated;
- to reorganize and consolidate the system of
agencies, which again falls victim to the temptation for each modified agency to continue to
function in the old way but under new headings,
each with the support of its traditional constituency;
- to create a new agency, but if the number of new
problems found to be serious each year is increasing this will lead to a proliferation of agencies, particularly if there is only an ineffective
mechanism for dissolving them;
- to create a series of pools of competence which
are relevant to the implementation of policy in
a broad sense. These would be drawn upon on a
temporary basis by project organizations such
that people and resources move effectively
backwards and forwards between their pools of
competence and project organizations as they
are created and dissolved for the life-cycle of a
problem. This is in effect a description of one
variety of the matrix organization described
earlier.
It has the advantage that it permits loyalty to and
identity with government at a very high level of
aggregation or generality, i.e., not to a department but possibly to the national government per
se. The movement of people in and out of specific projects helps to avoid over-identification
with a given organization with all its consequences for_ the creation of organizational memorials
to dead problems. This is a problem for the UN
to consider.
The information system which Schon points out
would be necessary to help identify the new
problems and draw together the appropriate
team makes this type of social organization
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resemble the potential association described
earlier. There is one important difference however.
In this case the information system is still controlled from the centre. It is the centre which
identifies which problems are critical and then
decides which competence pools should be
drawn upon. In the case of the potential association, no such centre exists.
Schon notes that the centre can disseminate policy
in a number of ways:
the policy may be promulgated;
the policy may take the form of a law that is enforced;
resources may be made available which encourage the actuel implementation by agencies
wishing to obtain funds;
government may formulate policy and invite
participation - funding the regions or agencies
which do and depriving those that do not.
Schon noted that this is the principal method
used in the U.S.A.
The weakness of the centre-periphery model as
used by government and the United Nations is illustrated by Schon's example of a U.S. Federal Government programme to ensure the dissemination of the
latest medical expertise to practising physicians in
55 regions, are:
the actual goals of the regional agencies are in
fact different from these of the central agency
and they therefore used the allocated funds in
their own ways with some degree of conscious
or unconscious sUbterfuge on the 'part of the
regional agencies;
it was discovered that the effects of large-scale
medical insurance might not be to assure care
but to increase medical cost;
no region was found to be like any other region
and it was difficult to modify the programme
administration to handle each case on its own
terms;
each region had to be regarded as open-ended,
namely there was no model of medical care that
could be imposed and could last for any region.
There could therefore be no central policy.
"All one could say was that there were certain
themes at policy themes, for example, like the
shortage of medIcal manpower. The generation of
central policy had to be inductively derived from the
regions, and regions became developers of variations upon policy themes. The centre couldn't therefom go out and evaluate what the regions were
dOlflg according to any cenlral model. They could
only press the regIOns 10 develop evaluation systems
of their own which were appropriate (0 then own
policies. The centre could pull the regions together
in a kind of learning network so that they could
learn from one another in thelf own efforts to carry
out transformatIOns 01 Ihe system 01 meriical care.

Now the regional medical programme not as it
was conceived but as it developed has begun
to be a learning system for government in the mode
of implementing policy. It isn't in the centre-periphery
model but looks more like the network mOdel of the
business-systems firm or the student movement. It
stand in contra-distinction to tbe idea of government as an experimenter for the nation, of government as a trainer of the nation. It fits the notion of
loss of the stable state. It fits the notion of change
as the foreground condition against which governmental action must work. Where the public problem
is new, there is no established policy solution or
institution corresponding to it. The centre's role is
to announce themes of policy to the periphery, to
initiate facilitate and support learning efforts!: the
movement is then as much from periphery to periphery, from point to point on the periphery, as it is
from centre to periphery. It is an inductive rather
than a deductive process, and it is a process comparable, in its overall character-, to the learning
systems which we have seen in the evolution of
business firms and of different systems for technological innovation. "

From this we see the need for the additional requirement that the regions be able to adapt central
policy themes. Schon does not go so far as to describe a system Which would:
assist regions to detect problems to which they
could respond by initiating policy which might
later be generalized by the centre;
assist bodies not previously within the system to
signal problems to it and to facilitate any joint
programme formulation and implementation.

INGO Policies
This is an even looser concept which would permit
many more organizations to be interrelated in
society's response to problems whilst making
maximum use of the fact that unknown and unrecognized bodies may in fact be more able to detect
problems before they develop to unnecessarily critical proportions. It is this concept of an organization which is foreshadowed in the potential association which permits the creation of transient organizations (whether matrix organizations or not.)
It is this sort of approach which can be used by
international non-governmental organizations to
relate themselves and their programme within a
loose network of " INGO policies. " INGOs must be
able to collaborate effectively \AJith UN and UNDR
programmes when they take on a matrix form as
they are bound to do in order to master the multidisciplinary and mUlti-agency problems. Hopefully
the United Nations will develop its own approach to
permit its agencies to relate through such an information system to the activities and problems of
INGOs.
Whilst the United Nations should expect to be able
to formulate central policy themes, the INGOs (as
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secondary centres) should be able to develop detailed policies and introduce variations for their own
sectors, just as the governments develop policy for
their own countries. Once the United Nations or any
other such centre (e.g., the OECD) can respond to
peripherally developed policy variations, it will have
ceased to be a rigid promulgator of necessarily,
out-of-date policy and will have adapted to the role
of catalyzing a « world learning system ".
Schon summarizes his views as follows:
" The map of organizations or agencies that make
up the society is, as it were, a sort of clear overlay
against a page underneath it, which represents the
reality of society. And the overlay is always out of
phase in relation to what's underneathl: at any
given time there is always a mismatch between the
organizational map and the reality of problems that
people think are worth solving..•
There's ba~ical1y no social problem such that one
can identify and control within a single system all
the elements required in order to attack the problem.
The result is that one is thrown back on the knitting
together of elements in networks which are not
controlled and where the network functions and
network roles become critical...
That means that the inside of the system is a temporary system which is fluid and able to shift.
Change becomes the foreground condition rather
than the background condition ....functional systems
must be able to provide security for their members
at the level of functional systems and not at the
level of specific organizations within them...
We have young radicals who would like to create
community organizations which are separate economic, political and social units, and we have young
people who would like to go off into the WOOds and
form communes. All these efforts towards decen-

tralizatlOn are reactions against the repressive and
dehumanizing character of central government and
of central institutions. But this response is not an
adequate onel: the same technological changes that
produced the loss of the stable state connect every
piece of society to every other and no separate
enclaves can survive. If decentralization is a response, it must be connected decentralization. "

NGOs in particular should not be deterred from
looking at the current ideas emerging from business
management research for clues to new methods of
organizing their own activities. The fact that the
business systems, the youth-peace-civil rights movement, and possibly even the Mafia, are all converging on the same flexible structure in response
to similar problems clearly illustrates that it is the
operating advantages of these new structures which
should be considered and not the objectives for
which they are used. Unfortunately many NGOs tend
to imitate the UN's organizational structure, with its
built-in inter-Agency coordination problems, rather
than experiment with flexible evolving structures
adapted to the new understanding of problem
complexity and the need for organizational networks.
The solution to the problem of inter-organizational
relationships lies not in a monolithic centralized
organization of coordination but in an adequate
world-wide information system in which all can participate freely to determine with which groups and
problems they should temporarily concern themselves - namely a network of social activity coordinated by information and not by organization.
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THE ASSOCIATIVE SOCIETY
OF THE FUTURE
Possible future environments for associative activity are briefly discussed to show that, irrespective of the conditions, it will continue to have a noteworthy function. Current influences on
its quantitative significance are examined in terms of: constraints, technology, problem complexity, human and social development needs, and innovation. Trends determining the nature of
associative activity in the future are then noted. The problems of current research approaches
in apprehending such activity are considered and possible alternative emphases are discussed
under the headings:« conceptual surface ", integrative perspectives, facilitation and design of
alternatives, and the role of actors (including the research communities).

It is argued here that, whatever the official institutional future, associative activity will continue to play an important role.
It is possible to move beyond the sterile
IGO/NGO dichotomy and develop a new
image of society consistant with the
changing imarge of man (5). Expanding
on McLuhan's classic phrase, the image
is determined by the research method:
the method is the image. We need a new
method which will respect variety and interrelate its elements in a meaningful
whole.

In the case of technology, high, low and
intermediate technologies may be characteristic of the society. And of course
the same may be true of resources.

Possible future environments
for associative activity

These points are made in order to show
that, whatever the social environment,
the associative form of activity will play a
role which merits attention. The major
reason for the increasing importance of
associative activity is that countries, and
even large institutions, are rapidly reaching a point of being ungovernable (1). By
this is meant that it becomes increasingly
difficult for the governors to formulate
any decisions or plans which are: (a)
comprehensible to those whose interests
they supposedly serve, (b) implementable without compromising their value,
and (c) relevant to the condition of society.

Before considering the nature of associative activity in the future, it is appropriate
to consider briefly some of the possible
conditions of society. These have been
discussed on many occasions in the futures literature. Three factors will be considered here: order, technology and resources (non-technological).
In the case of order, societies can be envisaged in which the predominating influence is any of the following:
.-

government/military
business
media
ideological/religious
scientific/technical.

This influence could be relatively centralized or decentralized. It could be effective
in ordering society (even to the" big brother" limit of the" brave new world ,,) or
it could be so ineffectual that society is
primarily characterized by disorder and
chaos (after the" holocaust »).

Clearly it is unlikely that the world society
as a whole would be characterized by
any particular form, or that an extreme
form would persist for any great length of
time in one area. A mix is more probable,
particularly the co-existence and alliance
between extreme forms as discussed below.

Society is becoming too complex for existing institutional formulas. Those with
power must obviously attempt to proceed
as though this was not the case. The predominating ordering influence, or mix of
influences, will generate a social environment ordered in some respects, however
crudely. And this is the point. The extent
to which the governing capacity can control society will always leave a "vacuum " of uncontrolled conditions:

(a) to which its reach cannot be extended - except arbitrarily or temporarily;
(b) which it considers irrelevant to its
preoccupations; or
(c) which it recognize as necessary in its
uncontrolled state. whether as a safety valve, or as an arena through which
certain things can be handled which
could not be handled otherwise.
People have shared interests which lie
beyond the perceptual horizon of governing bodies. Responses are required to
problems to which the predominating ordering influence is insensitive or to which
it cannot be made sensitive in time. It is
this «vacuum" which is filled by associative activity.
The governing body may attempt to reduce the size of the vacuum, if it is perceived as destabilizing. Such activity may
be regulated, administered or even suppressed. Alternatively development of
such attention absorbants as the media
may be encouraged to the point of saturation. The more pessimistic foresee applications
of
mind-control
drugs
(" soma ») or extremely low frequency
electromagnatic waves to achieve similar
ends. It is doubtful whether such measures can be totally successful for any
length of time, as the information on the

• Paper presented to a panel on " Cumulation in international relations; transnational relations" at the
20th annual convention of the International Studies
Association. Toronto, March 1979.
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inmates of concentration camps and
slave societies has shown. Whilst the quantity of associative activity may be reduced, its significance does not decrease
even if it is perceived as subversive of
.. good» order or " criminal ».
Furthermore, whatever measure is applied, sufficient individuals will adapt in
terms of it so that its effectiveness is
gradually eroded. On the other hand, rather than move to reduce associative activity, efforts may be made to harness or
manipulate it to the ends of the predominating system of order. This may be done
through cooperativt;ls particularly at the
rural level, through labour unions, sporting and cultural clubs, etc. Efforts to politicize such activity, for example, are evident in many countries, at all levels (2).
The United Nations makes considerable
efforts to use association networks as
media through which to mobilize public
opinion in support of the U.N. (3).
But whether or not associative activity
can be temporarily contained at the
grass-roots level, it is found to be necessary between the individuals of the dominant establishment in order to compensate for the coordinative and liaison inadequacies via official ,channels. There
are many examples of elite networks and
clubs through which necessary contacts
are maintained amongst the leadership,
whether national or international. It does
not seem that the interstitial significance
of associative activity would be diminished by technological extremes or extremes of resources. Its nature is
changed but it continues to play an important role. The point is clarified by a delightful description of the classic example
of a highly technologized programme:
the development of Polaris using the sophisticated management tool called
PERT (Program Evaluation and Review
Technique). A recent study of the management system for the Polaris activity
find! that though PERT was" as effective
technically as rain dancing, it was nevertheless quite effective politically» (4
p 246). The chief utility of the system
was not control of the organization, but
the appearance of formal rationality
which could be presented to outside agencies. The real management of the programme was carried out in an intensely
personal fashion, through small, informal
meetings and frequent telephone calls.
" The existence of an integrated, uniquely effective management system was a
myth originated by the Special Projects
Office. The further removed it was from
the source, the more embossed the myth
tended to become» (4 p. 106). One may
ask how true this is of many formal organizations in a highly technologized environment.

Current influences
on associative activity
This section discusses some of the factors which change the nature of associa-

tive activity and increase or decrease its
significance in quantitative terms.
1. Constraints: Clearly the legislation in
different countries may be more or less
favourable to associative activity. The
questions of freedom of association, and
the freedom of associations to hold
meetings and disseminate information
are an aspect of more general human
rights issues under debate. Non-legislative influences such as postal tariffs for
printed matter are less well recognized.
But such restrictions merely oblige the
initiators of associative activity to use
other forms and procedures.

2. Technology: In quantitative terms, the
development of associative activity may
be related to that of communication systems (e.g. the stages: pre-postal, postal,
postal and telephone, postal and telephone and computer). The current developments in computer conferencing already require a reassessment of the distinctions between organization, meeting,
journal and information system. On the
other hand, the movement in favour of
alternative technology is supported by a
multitude of associative activities.

stimulated by associative activity a~d in
turn engenders new associative activity,
whether in response to establishment initiatives or to correct for their inadequacies and blindspots (or those of other associations). Such activity constitutes a
vehicle for individual and collective fulfillment and provides an important arena for
the socialization so necessary for community development at any level. The rise
in associative activity is driven by human
and social development needs and provides a partial fulfillment of them.

5. Innovation: Although formal

establishment structures operate according
to a traditional hierarchical groundplan,
their inadequacies have stimulated a
considerable am out of experiment in organization design particularly of an associative variety. The recent rapid rise in
the creation of " networks» of all kinds is
an example. In many ways the innovative
and self-renewing orientation is the essence of associative activity at its best for, of course, at its worst it engages in
sycophantic imitation of formal establishment structures. Such innovation leads
to many "hybrid» organizational forms
whictl increase the difficulties of analysis.

3. Problem complexity: The current rapid growth in the number and complexity
of the problems recognized in society has
strongly
encouraged
association
amongst those who recognize a particular problem. The problem" territory» has
not only grown considerably but it has
been fragmented into smaller "lots»
(There is plenty of unworked ground for
anyone with initiative who wants to " set
up shop »). Denial of this complexity by a
new system of order would be difficult to
render credible.

4. Human and social development
needs: The relationship between associative activity and development is not
fully understood. It is well recognized that
people associate to fulfil needs for" sociability », friendship, etc. In developing
areas these needs may be partially met
by tribal and related processes; in industrialized countries they are partially met
by associations. It has certainly not been
accepted that the greater the degree of
industrialization the greater the pressure
(or need) for associative activity - if this
is in fact the cass. But even if sociability
needs are considered trivial compared to
those of development as conventionally
conceived, much is made (possibly for
public relations purposes) of the importance of the "participation » of associations in support of development programmes (of UN Agencies, UN Years,
etc). The fact that much associative activity takes place in response to development problems and needs not recognized
by such programmes tends to be considered irrelevant at best, and subversive
in other cases. Yet it is the increasing
sensitivity to new values, needs, and the
changing image of man (5) which is both

Trends and the associative
future
Because of space limitations, and since
many of these trends have been discussed elsewhere (6, 7, 8, 9) in one form
or another, they are listed here with only
brief comments:

1. Quantity:
A continuing explosion in the number of
associations of all types, whether active.
inactive, or "letterhead ». This will be
matched by increases in other associative activity which does not result in the
formation of (readily countable) associations.
2. Variety:
A proliferation of new variaties of association and associative activity, whether
of the grass-roots, self-help or elitist
kind. A burgeoning of ideology, culture,
sector and technology specific varieties.
3. Rapid evolution:
Rapid response to new issues whether
generated by associative processes or
external to them. This implies formation
of new associative complexes, whether
ad hoc or with characteristic life cycles
(e.g. south sea bubble, rapidly moribund,
etc). The life cycles and communications
will be much speeded up (e.g. expansion
or defection of members, reorganization,
fund reallocation, etc).
4. Intertwining:
The degree of meshing with non-associative structures will increase to the
point that the healthy complementarity
between the two modes will be openly
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accepted (rather than a matter of corridor
gossip). Determining where one mode
starts and the other ends will be increasingly difficult.
5. Elusiveness:
The above points will together contribute
to the elusiveness of associative activity.
Vitally significant linkage patterns will be
formed and dissolved within days or even
hours leaving little trace. The patterns
themselves may be very subtle, particularily if they are designed to metamorphose over time.
6. Technological facilitation:
Developments in the communication and
computer fields will facilitate the changes
noted above and will provide them with a
discipline and precision which has hitherto been lacking in associative activity.
This is beautifully illustrated by the current NSF-supported field test of the Electronic Information Echange System to
link some 600 people involved in a rapidly changing mix of groups (10). It constitutes an admirable illustration of the
challenge of associative activity to future
research. Characteristically, all "secretariat " functions are based on computer
files. To what extent do groups "exist"
in the coming "paper free" environment?
7. Alternative forms:
With or without tehnological support, the
proliferation ot varieties noted above will
be accompanied by the emergence of entirely new forms. As intersect organizations or hybrids, these may be especially
disruptive of conventional organization
categories.
8. Integrative designs:
To match the explosive divergence of
forms and interests, new techniques for
interlinkage will be found to formulate
common causes for whatever period is
necessary. In contrast with conventional
approaches, these may well counterbalance a variety of "incompatible" perspectives in structures in which the configurative element is vital (11, 37).
9. Resource sharing:
Aside from, and possibly irrespective of,
any of the policy linkages noted above,
new methods will be found for sharing resources and reducing general overheads
(e.g. office space, staff, professional services, pension funds, equipment, etc).
Much more flexible funding and accounting procedures will be developed to
match the rapid changes.
10. New associative roles:
The linkage problems noted above will
lead, for example, to the multiplication of
"network brokers" and related roles.
Advice on participation in networks of associative activity will be professionalized.
11. Human and social development:
The wealth of opportunities to participate
in or to initiate associative activities will

be seen as essential to human and social
development (rather than incidental to
them, as at present). They become an
essential vehicle of expression and action in both a leisure society and in one
whose conventional institutions are
faced with rapidly diminishing credibity in
a complex problem environment. Associative activity will be seen as generative
of the new values by which society is
guided. The special "look-out" role for
problem-solving diagnosis, solution, experimentation and innovation will be developed.
12. Challenge and identity :
The opportunities discussed above will
be seen as a new environment for personal challenge. (Johan Galtung refers to
transnationaf relations as constituting a
" sixth continent" for non-territorial activity; its possibilities are largely unexplored and may open up a new frontier).
Activity there may become as significant
for self-identity as «work ".
13. Polarization and constraints:
It is to be expacted that pressures to
contain, oppose or eliminate associative
activity will be applied wherever possible,
and with much more precision and force
than at present. This will be justified by
demands for proof of effectiveness, such
as in relation to currently favoured programmes (e.g. development, etc). Such
political pressures will be partly matched
by a recognized need for " intermediate
organizations" between the individual
and any level of government. Efforts at
cooptation of associative activity will increase.

Research and evaluation

(12)

Given the evolution of associative activity
to the present day, and in the light of the
trends suggested above, it is appropriate
to examine briefly same aspects of the
research approaches to date which are
relevant to « international relations"
broadly conceived:
1. Descriptive:
The first approach was of course purely
descriptive and historical whether prior to
1914-18 (13). to 1939-45 (14), or up to
the late 1960s (14). The latter was stimulated by the legal implications of the Unit-

ed Nations recognition of « international
nongovernmental organizations" under
its "consultative status" arrangements
(Article 71 of the Charter). This avenue
has been largely abandoned. Following
the creation of the EEC an emphasis was
placed on
" international pressure
groups" (15). This approach has since
been developed by specific issue area
only.
2. Quantitative:
Under the initiative of Johan Galtung and
Paul Smoker, the international Peace
Research Institute (Oslo) collected data
in 1968-1970 on international NGOs and

their secretaries general, partly as a
cross-check on data being published in
the Yearbook of International Organizations (16) or based-upon it. This data was
mainlyanalyzed by Kjell Skjelsbaek (17).
Subsequently, under the initiative of
Chad Alger, a data set of international
NGOs based on the Yearbook was established at Ohio State University and resulted in further analyses (18). A few similar data sets of this type have given
rise to a limited number of papers. A major concern of those cited was to determine the extent to which the international
NGOs reflected, and consequently reinforced any imbalance in the nation-state
system. Imbalance was deduced from the
predominance of North-West memberships and secretariat locations. This approach appears to have been largely
abandoned except as a student exercise
in data manipulation. The unresolved
question is whether such patterns are
equivalent to those from analysis of the
spread of other artefacts linked to the industrialization process (e.g. telephones.
libraries, cinemas) whether between
countries or within a country - and, if so,
to what extent the value of such artefacts
should be criticized.
3. Evaluation and impact:
Despite the above conclusion the number
and variety of international NGOs, has
continued to increase in both industrialized and developing regions during the
1970s. They became a special focus of
newsmedia attention in relation to the UN
System as a result of the "NGO Forums " held in parallel with the UN environment, food, woman, habitat and population conferences. This has led to
renewed interest in evaluating NGOs and
assessing their impact on such occasions, with regard to a specific issue areas or at the field level. There is concern
on the part of UN Agencies that with the
proliferating variety of associative activities, the number to which they accord attention should be limited (mainly for administrative reasons). The investigations
are partly stimulated by interest in the
use of NGOs conceived by UN Agency information programmes primarily as a vehicle for the " mobilization of public opinion" (3). The limits of this impact assessment approach have been noted elsewhere (19).
4. Issue areas and classes of organization:
There are continuing attempts to get a
conceptual grasp of the maze of associations concerned with particular issues or
preoccupations:
peace/disarmament,
human rights, religious organizations,
youth organizations, environment, children, scientific and professional associations, etc. For the purposes of a quick
survey, these are "do-able chunks" of
associative activity. The research is usually stimulated by current UN interest
(e.g. a UN conference or ¥ear) and the
consequent availability of funding. A specially favoured area is that of labour
unions which have been the subject of
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extensive (and official) study under the
stimulus of the ILO.

5. Networks:
Due to the difficulty of building up an
overall picture from associations viewed
in isolation, there has been some interest
in inter-organizational network analysis
as offering a more fertile approach suitable to the quantitative information obtainable on the large amount of associative activity (38). However the emphasis
to date has been mainly on interpersonal
networks amongst people who may be in
organizations. At one level this is stimulated by grass-roots «networking ", at
another by the need to improve inter-institutional coordination through low-key
network building and innovation. Regretably, the most sophisticated analyses
have only been applied to elite networks
linking governmental and (multi) national
enterprises (20).
6. Grass-roots perspective:
The concern and enthusiasm of individuals have traditionally given rise to voluntary activity which in the 1960s, became
significantly oriented to developing country community development programmes,
and in the 1970s to community needs in
industrialized countries as well. This was
partly stimulated by government (e.g.
Peace Corps, UN Volunteers) and international volunteer programmes, and partly by a rising sense of the ineffectiveness
of organizations (whether governmental
or nongovernmental) and the inappropriateness of their action in the light of the
need for real people-alternatives. Research on voluntary action has been stimulated by the initiatives of David Horton
Smith through the Association of Voluntary Action Scholars (USA), which recently linked with national volunteer centres in a number of countries to form the
International Voluntary Action and Voluntary Association Research Organization (21). The socio-anthropological emphasis on «voluntary" has not yet however been related to the other approaches above. On the other hand, Chad
Alger has initiated a unique and comprehensive approach to the individual's relationship, through his community, to communities elsewhere, independently of national bottlenecks and filters characteristic of the nation-state model. Johan Galtung, through the UN University project
on Goals, Processes and Indicators of
Development, is stressing the association, through «dialogue ", between people in communities - but de-emphasizing
the organizational structure as a distorting factor: association without associations (23).

7. Comment:
(a) Categories and units of analysis:
The proliferation of a rich variety of organizations and quasi-organizations has
progressively eroded the value of research based on the conventional catego-

ries (<< nongovernmental", «international ", etc). And the range of structures has
eroded research with, for example, a narrow concept of «membership". These
problems are discussed in the recently,
reorganized editions of the Yearbook of
International Organizations (24). ·It is not
clear what can be usefully counted and
how to make the distinctions necessary
to match the variety which is now evident.
This problem has been discussed elsewhere (24). It is also clear that elite networks (possibly with an associative
function of significance equal to, if not
greater than, many formal bodies) escape attention. The tip of the iceberg is
signalled, for example, by the Bilderberg
Group, the Club of Rome, the Club of Dakar, etc. The problem of associative networks within and between intergovernmental bodies has not received attention.
To what extent is the associative activity
behind the «Inter-Agency Games" (Vienna, 1979) merely of anecdotal significance, given the problems of inter-agency coordination? Why has the «good"
associative activity received all the attention and never been related to the
« bad" : trade associations-cum-cartels,
intelligence networks, subversive-cumrevolutionary « organizations ", international crime « rings" and networks, etc ?
Other kinds of elite and semi-elite net
works also escape consideration within
some larger common framework; for example, those associated with the: international social «jet set", diplomatic
corps, « entertainment world ", reciprocal
membership clubs, press corps, military
services, « development set", religious
orders, international foundations, secret
societies, and various specialized business and professional communities (e.g.
banking, oil, diamond trade, commodity
markets, foreign exchange dealers).
Their associative activity is usually greater than is evident from any body which
claims to represent them or through
which it is implied that they act. But their
function within the global community is
unclear, if not severely criticized. Although their activities may be impeded or
facilitated by governmental or intergovernmental action, it is of relatively little
significance to them. Their networks
adapt very successfully to changing circumstances.
A greater sense of the" reality" of global
community action can often be obtained
from unpublishable anecdotal material
concerning the interrelationships of the
persons involved rather than from the formal structures and decisions which are
the primary concern of research. For example an unprecedented ECOSOC debate and vote to admit an observer from a
particular kind of intergovernmental organization is said to have been pushed
through solely bacause the person concerned was rich and agreed to finance a
lengthy air excursion for ECOSOC participants on the following day.

To what extent does the current approach to international relations bear a
resemblance to the research done on tribal culture (the Maoris, I believe) much
admired because of its formal debating
and decisionmaking procedure? Only after much research, which treated the
procedure as a reality, was it discovered
that the visible procedure had a purely ritual function to dramatize for all concerned how the decision had been
reached (having been agreed upon prior
to the debate by other processes). If this
is to some extent true of formal international organizations, what of the associative activity within which they are embedded? How to reconcile the fact that
much of what is held to be important to
understanding by those within governmental and intergovernmental organizations is classified (or in restricted circulation only), with the fact that the majority
of research is necessarily based on publicly available material of the kind deliberately designed to reinforce a desirable
public image?
(b) Policy implications and purpose:
Given the range of disciplines concerned
with the above approaches, and given
the variety of institutional and funding opportunities which have oriented the research done, it is not surprising that the
overall picture appears very fragmented.
In fact it is not clear that there is any
trend towards a common framework or a
desire for one. Whilst the immediate stimulus for such research is clear (a conference paper, a new international problem topic, etc), the longer term purpose
of it is not. Aside from the immediate stimulus, it is not clear why we are trying to
ask the questions we ask and who is expected to be affected by any answers. It
is not clear that positive or negative conclusions have any policy relevance (beyond legitimating the institutional or disciplinary perspective which occasioned the
research). One would be hard put to find
any single piece of research on associative activity which had been of significance to intergovernmental thinking on
the question, or even, for that matter, on
governmental thinking in the vast majority of countries. It is unfortunate that the
research that is done is strongly influenced by the priorities of the disciplines
used (political science, powerful organizations; sociology. community organizations, etc.). Combined with the simplistic
categories, this leads to a narrow focus
which disregards other organized activity
and relationships as irrelevant, if not suspect. John Galtung, for exemple, asks
whether the legal perspective (so influential in international relations studies) is
not in fact « structure blind" ? He concludes:
« so let us hope that some of the
new forces emerging in the world
can lay the ground for a new paradigm combining the actor and structure-oriented perspectives and promoting an international law that

would be human law and not stop at
the gates of the state, but bridge the
gap between collective and individual actors better than is done today" (25).
To the extent that the future trends identified above are correct, it is questionnable whether research as it is currently
oriented is capable of apprehending the
future usefully. The tendency is to comment upon those elements in the present
or the past which have achieved an acceptable degree of visibility and have already necessitated organized responses
the relevant disciplines are then called
upon to legitimate. Those who would
argue that the main contribution of such
research is educational should recall
that, as in the case of the recently announced failure of UNESCO's: long-term
programme against illiteracy, the percentage of people uninfluenced by such
research insights is increasing.

Possible alternative emphases
In the light of the remarks of the previous
section, some possible alternative or
complementary emphases may be put
forward:
1. « Conceptual surface» : A basic problem would seem to be the tendency to focus on some aspects of associative activity only, and to reduce them to a simpiistic set of matrix pigeon-holes which
are then meaningless both to those involved with the bodies so'encoded and to
those who otherwise might find it useful
to comprehend their interactions with
them ('). The matnx also distorts and
conceals the pattern of functional relationships between such activities. The
terrestrial globe may be used as an analogy for brevity's sake. F9r what seems to
be required is a shift from (a) a focus on
fitting, organized activity systematically
into the abstract latitude/longitl}de grid
pattern (the matrix) conceived as flat, to
(b) a focus on identifying and delineating
the unsystematic "land and water
masses" which distinguish the different
kinds of organized activity disposed
around a spherical surface (**). The second focus has "functional roundness"
built into it, whereas the first has a crude
" fiat earth" quaiity which priviieges the
central position or orientation perceived
by whoever formulates it and lacks functional transition and continuity. The second has the merit of portraying more
clearly the functional territory (including
the" extra-conceptual" variety) in terms
of which different organized activities
take place, in a manner which provides
those involved with a meaningful map.
This should be both integrated into a
larger picture and susceptible of elaboration at a more detailed level. The absence of such a representation is currently as damaging to global community
at the psycho-social level as would be
the absence of the terrestrial maps and

globe to physical communications or to
trade and travel to unexplored territory. It
both anchors an understanding of integration and explains the futility of certain
attempts at communication in the absence of a context which clarifies "distances" (e.g. between preoccupations of
the Esquimo and the Congo pygmies). An
alternative explanation is that the need
at this time is for "road maps» which
people can use to travel (according to
their perceived needs) and not «traffic
models " only meaningful to the few designers of alternative road systems. In
any case the designers need the maps in
order to communicate effectively rather
than arbitrarily, with the road users about
their problems, if democratic processes
are to be favoured. The problem of producing such a representation is one of design and «goodness of fit" of the concepts with respect to the map elements
selected. This
is explored
elsewhere (30).

2. Integrative perspectives: Much remains to be learnt from the biologists
ability to identify and handle conceptually
the relationships, synchronically and diachronically, between the multitude of
animal and plant species. The concept of
an ecosystem has not been used to integrate the relationships of species of organized activity, of which the associative
is one « order" perhaps. It would be convenient if this could be related to the conceptual surface discussed in the previous
section. Much could also be learnt from
the biochemists tolerance of a multitude
of enzymes each catalyzing a reaction in
a complex pattern of reactions which
characterizes life processes. Whether
social network analysis will ever develop
to the point of being able to map out the
equivalent of «food webs" in ecosystems remains to be seen; the techniques
are available but neither the interest nor
the orientation (1). Somehow the natural
sciences have a greater tolerance of variety than the social sciences, which are
swamped by it in practice but avoid it in
theory, or else respond to it with arguments for the need for a case-by-case
approach. This ensures absence of any
convergence on a useful overview and
facilitates emergence of questionable
conclusions.
3. Faciiitation and design of aiternatives: The major research emphasis
touching on associative activity has been
concerned to analyse it critically, to evaluate it, or to assess its impact. Very little
is concerned with the inherent value of
such activity, the necessity for it, and the
problems of improving or facilitating
it (31) particularly in the light of changing
communications technology (10). That it
may play a part in organized activity analogous to that of the developing «third
world" in the global community has not
been considered. In the latter case the
challenge is to find ways of overcoming
current inadequacies, not to multiply selfsatisfied studies attesting to such weak-

nesses. Current investigations, somewhat beyond the pale of the social
sciences, on the role of associations in
the new (anticipatory) democracies of
the future (32), need to be related to
present preoccupations, particularly in
the light of the rapidly eroding credibility
of the existing institutions which have received so much research attention in the
past. There is also a need for research to
clarify possibilities for design of alternative styles of organization (33), organizational hybrids (34), tensed networks (35),
tensegrity organizations (33), etc. It is
noteworthy that it is questionable whether any organizational innovation touching
on international relations has emerged
from research, rather than from the insights of practitioners.
4. Role of actors: There is a strange
tendency in international relations to
treat organizations solely from an instrumental point of view in terms of their
significance in acting on the problems
formally defined as falling within their
(possibly self-selected) mandate. This is
particularly unfortunate in the case of associative activity which may well offer
one of the few means for people or
groups to express their attitudes, irrespective of whether this leads to « significant» action. The effectiveness of associations cannot then be measured in
terms of impact, but requires a new kind
of attention to the inherent value of their
existence in relation to social development. It needs to be demonstrated that
they do not have to engage in development programmes to prove their significance to external observers. The continuing creation of such bodies constitutes
(and is an indicator of) social development for those who participate in them or
instigate new ones. Whether they are instrumentally productive or counter-productive is another matter, often of secondary importance.
Naturally each organization type has a
vested interest in generating information
(and promoting research) to demonstrate
its unique role. This is often achieved by
denigrating organizations of other types
and emphasizing (sycophantic) links to
organizations perceived as higher in the
pecking order. The resulting pattern of information and research reinforces the
blocked situation with which many are
familiar. It would be useful to experiment
with confrontations between the varieties
of organizational perspectives using an
adaptation of techniques for small group

(.)

Chad Algar argues that" people need maps that
facilitate wider participation - and has made an interesting effort to move in this direction (see:
" The organizational context of develoment; illuminating paths for wider participation >. Transnational Associations, 31,1979,4, pp 130-138). His
use of the matrix, comprehensive though It aims to
be, still suffers from the basic difficulties discussed here.
(") This analogy is explored in much greater detail
elsewhere (see: A J N Judge. " The territory construed as a map -, unpublished paper. 1979).
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sensitivity training (36). The pre-Iogical,
temperamental biases need to be played
through supportively as is done in psychodrama and role reversal techniques,
for example, Only in this way could the limitations of the current sterile dynamics
be recognized and overcome. Perspectives which could be so represented inc1ude: UN agency, regional IGO, high
status INGO, low status INGO, multinational corporation, political scientist, sociologist, developing country delegate,
etc. The method needs to be developed
and the need to incorporate sub-perspectives explored (e.g. from within a
complex UN agency).
Further effort is required to explode the
myth of "disinterested objective research". Researchers cannot assume a

status of "invisible conceptual Martians ". They are not non-participants as
the exercise above would quickly show. It
is incredible that international relations
researchers can ignore or 'aeny the significance of associative activity, and yet be
quite capable of being highly committed
to a programme of action (reflecting this
same attitude) through some international association or network.

Conclusions
This paper suffers from having dealt too
briefly with points which merit more lengthy supporting arguments. The basic
concern is with the generation of research which will lead to an understanding
of associative activity which would be

meaningful and useful outside the individual schools of thought of the international relations community. The imbalanced focus On one half of the dichotomy
formal/governmental
versus
informal/nongovernmental has had its day.
The questions are larger than the framework we provide. The fact that it is possible to get locked into such patterns of
thought, whether in research or practice,
indicates that the roles of researchers
and practitioners need to be considered
in relation to one another. It is we who
generate and maintain the patterns of
sterile blockages to change; we are the
problem. The problems we perceive" out
there» are a consequence of our action,
inaction or way of thinking (1).

•
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work. Prognostics for voluntary
service must be seen as part of a
whole. It is already outmoded to
look on community social services
as an entity in itself: it is part of
a socio-economic whole ...
From now on U.N. programmes will
not be considered individually.
Priority will be given to a total approach by every country to their
own development planning, with
harmonised progress, and, hopefully, no competition between different agencies and ministries
about priorities, people and money.
The same will apply to our planning
- we shall no longer promote only
the programmes we favour».

During the 2nd Seminar at Milan,
May 1972, part of the discussion
will deal with new styles of organization management appropriate to
the more complex social environment of the future. This article is a
contribution to that discussion.

Interdependance
of Organizations
There is a widely prevalent tendency
to think of organizations, particularly
international organizations, as functioning within the social system like
billiard balls on a table. In this view,
they may « knock into» one another,
but essentially they are completely
unrelated to one another - there is no
permanent organic relationship between them.
This view resembles that which lies at
the base of current environmental problems, namely that each factory can
function in its environment as though
its products had no significant effect
on other parts of nature. In the past two
years, however, it has become widely
recognized that man exists in a very
delicate and complex equilibrium with
his environment - any industrial activity may have consequences for any
other. Each factory functions in a web
or network of dynamic relationships
with other factories, via the processes
of the natural environment.
To what extent is it recognized that
every social activity of man the
domain of most INGOs may have
significant consequences for any
other social activity? It is, in fact,
impossible to predict which organizations will give rise to problems by their
actions, which other bodies will be
affected, and which bodies will then
be in the best position to undertake
compensatory action. All social entities
INGOs, IGOs, groups, national or
local bodies, movements, and individuels - are bound together in a delicate web of interdependent social
relationships, in which each is autonomous and at the same time, dependent on the actions of others. It is
a truism that «No man is an island
unto himself» but it is not so widely
recognized that none of man's organizations can function in isolation.
This is clearly recognized for one field
in the following extract from a speech
by Henrik Beer, Secretary General
of the League of Red Cross Societies,
at the 15th International Conference
on Social Welfare:
« One of the most important trends
in the field of international voluntary service in recent years has
been the recognition that social
development cannot be pried loose
from economic and political development and that the work of volunteer organizations cannot be isolated from other aspects of social
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The excessive stress placed on the
autonomy of organizations masks the
links between them. Excessive focus
on one type of link - the consultative relationship with UN agencies de-emphasizes the many other links,
formal and informal, between organizations of many types, thus rendering
impossible any balanced understanding of the social system.
Can INGOs - recognized or unrecognized by the UN system - adopt any
course of collective action which is so
shortsighted and procedure-oriented
as to expressly favor only isolated international organizations whilst ignoring the immensely complex world
network of organ izations of all types
which stretches from the individual to
local, national and international bodies
to include the potentially highly-significant inter-INGO groupings?
For that matter, can the UN agencies
afford to encourage any action which
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fragments
INGOs
into
unrelated
agency-oriented groupings at a point
in time when the global crisis is completely multi-disciplinary and demands
the utilization of every available resource? Can the agencies and the
many INGOs each treat the world network of organizations as an administrative problem when it clearly represents an unstudied social phenomenon?
Is it not an unexplored global network
of organizational resources - of which
the governmental and business worlds
are an integral part - which has not
yet been effectively related to the
peace / population / food / development / education / environment crisis
precisely because the functional relationship of all the parts to the social
whole is repeatedly and systematically
ignored in organizational decisions?

Network
of Organizations
It is no longer useful to concentrate on
the problems of one "independent»
organization or group of organizations
(as though each operated as an autonomous frontier outpost surrounded
by uncharted terrain). Not is it useful
to focus on a single geographical region or subject area - it is now essential to look at the problems of the network of interdependent organizations
and their interrelated concerns. (The
terrain is now charted and populated
so that the previously isolated frontier
posts can now link together to survive
as a community.) The nature and complexity of interdependence between
plants and animals in nature has been
the theme of the whole environment /
ecology issue and the 1970 European
Conservation Year. Perhaps this interdependence, still only recognized
with great difficulty, between extremely different organisms can be used
as a parallel to illustrate the nature
of the interdependence between organizations of different types and
social function. This social interdependence has yet to be recognized
with precision despite frequent use of
such terms as the « international community ». A century ago it was precisely this theme of interdependence
between natural organisms which was
forcefully stressed amid much controversy with texts such as the following:
Many cases are on record showing
how complex and unexpected are the
checks and relations between
organic beings which have to
struggle together in the same country... I am tempted to give one
more instance showing how plants
and animals, most remote in the
scale of nature, are bound together
by a web of complex relations».
(Charles Darwin. The Origin of
Species, London, 1859).
The example showed how two species of flower were fertilized with the
aid of humble-bees whose nests were
attacked by field-mice, which were
in turn preyed upon by cats.

«Hence it is quite credible that
the presence of a feline animal
in large numbers in a district
might determine, through the intervention first of mice and then
of bees, the frequency of certain
flowers in that district. .. A corollary of the highest importance may
be deduced from the foregoing
remarks, namely that the structure
of every organic being is related,
in the most essential yet often
hidden manner, to that of all other
organic beings, with which it commes into competition for food or
residence, or from which it has to
escape, or on which it preys. »

Organizational Ecology
With this perspective, what can be
said of the relationship between such
social structures as governmental,
and nongovernmental, profit and nonprofit, formal and informal organizations, movements, periodicals, mass
media, etc? Is enough yet known of
organizational ecology, namely the
chains of interdependence between
social organizations of totally different types, to be able to determine
which actions of one type of organization will directly affect the operations and even the survival of which
other types of organizations responsible in society for other funtions ?
"The program of a large organization, whether intended, or not...
affects a wide sector of the organization's environment, one much
wider than the organization may
understand to be its surrounds ...
Organizations that wish to deal
their
social
responsibly
with
surrounds must be capable of
eliciting and evaluating responses
from those who realize that they
are affected but who are ordinarilly silent, and from those who are
affected but may not realize it... »
(RA Rosenthal and R.S. Weiss,
Problems
of
Organizational
Processes.)
In view of the ignorance of these interorganizational processes and of the
ecological role of different categories
of the social flora and fauna:
"We think that enybody who
wished to sort out «necessary»
and «superfluous» or «justified»
and « unjustified» NGO's so as to
prove the allegation that there is
an inflation of international organizations (in the deprecatory sense)
would find it rather hard to define
his criteria and would have to
claim for' himself the foresight of
a prophet before making his judgement in a great many cases.
furthermore, even the smallest,
lowl iest, and oddest NGO's may
well be regarded as an expression
of the genuine longing of their
members for more international
contact, understanding and cooperation. Such longings should be
taken seriously because human
motivation and psychological fac-
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Traditional
Style

Charismatic or
Intuitive Style

Classical or
Bureaucralic Style

Human Ralations
or Group Style

Maintaining a
tradition

Pursuing an intuition

Flunning an administrative machine

Initiating and
leading groups

Survival of a syslem
in a hostile environment

Adapting to emerging
conditions

Historical
institution

Spontaneous
creation

Mechanistic
Structure

Network of personal
relationships

System of flows of Information and
materials, developed
in response to
opportunity

Dynamic evolving
networks of personal
and organizational
units, living system
or organization

2.2 Purpose of
design

Preservation of
status quo

Implemenfing intuition

Maximizing efficlency

Maximizing personal
satisfaction

Maximizing survival
potential and growth
of system

Maximizing relevance
to perceived problems

2.3 Source of
momentum

Force of tradition

Dynamism of
intuition

Leadership drive
and allocated funds

Group synergism

Individual self-advancement through organ
izational unit success
in achieving system
milestones

Stimulus of individuals
and organizational
units by new problems
and possibilities

2.4 Duration

« Permanent »
throughout a
historical
period

Undefined duralion

Undefined short
duration

For as long as is use For as long as is
ful for owners and
usefui in terms of
employees
problem relevance

Critical Issues

Efficient per'fOrri1ance
of voted programs

Elaborating group
goals

Adapting system to
changing condilions

Maintaining balance
between adapting 10
environmental change
and creating a fulfilling environment

TABLE 1
--------1. Focus

2. Organization
2.t Conception

I

«

Permanent

»

for

the lifetime of
the leader and
his immediate
disciples

3. Decision making process
Recurrent items
3.1 Main concerns
I

Systamic Slyle

I

Network Style

3.2 Goal.

Unquestioned,
possibly implicit

Highly explicit

Objective and evaluated quantitively

Subjective and em ergenl

Outlined centrally;
defined and relined
by decentralized
executant units

Defined interdependently

3.3 Degree of
consciousness

Non-reflective

Spontaneous

Conscious;
calculaled

Articulation of feelIngs

Highly conscious of
rational perspeclive

Conscious bal ance
between value and
rational perspectives

3.4 Type of decision

Affirmation of new
custom

Proclamation of
intuition

Production of
orders

consensus

Formulation of

Initiated by experts
and evaluated
team

Participative with
representatives of all
concerned bodies

3.5 Communication
of decision

Transmission of
heritage

Magnetic, persuasive
influence

Detailed directions

Shared

Initiated by experts
and evaluated by
team

Outline directives

3.6 Response to
decision

Implicit consent

Intuitive accord

Agreement under
oblication or
coercion

Participation consent

Team consent

Modified by team in
response to local
conditions

Elders; wise,
sacred

Enlightened

Agressive, domineering

Sensitive, cultured

Expert; technician

Network link
catalyzers, generalist

Voice of tradition;
source of wisdom;
nurturer; guardian

Prophetic, inspirational

Directive; organizing

Permissive, noo-

Interprets system
Interprets psychoenvironment; clarifies social environment,
goals, monitors
clarifies goals and
change
organizational complexes required;
monitors change

4. LEADERSHIP
4.1 Dominant
personality
4.2 Functions of
leaders

directive, creation of
« atmosphere l>;
draws out

I
I

5. CENTRAL PROCESS
Strength of tradition,
5.1 Main features
little awareness of
altemat ives
I

______1__

6. ORGANIZED RELATIONSHIPS
Coherent, slable
6.1 Intra-organlzatraditional hiertlonal
archical structure

6.2 Inter-organizational

Traditional contacts,
other organizations
are irrelevant; federations of organizations only stable
under external
supreme authority
(eg. sovereign, government, etc.)

7. RELATIONSHIP TO ENVIRONMENT
Component part of
7.1 Social envlronment
static society

7.2 Problem environment

--------

Docile, isolated
problems in an
orderly environment

Judgemental
Specific standards
character of intuition; set by top
potential withdrawmanagement
al of adherent.

Individual sense of
responsibility;
answerability to
constituents

Conscientiousness of
expert; corrective of
goals; threat of nonsurvivai of system

Conscientiousness of
those with network
roles; counterbalancing
objectives of organizational units; threat
of non-survival of
human society

Emanations of the
central intuition

Procedural routinized Fluid; informal based
linkages based on
on mutual empathy
document transfer;
jurisdictional disputes

Interacting, constant
evolution of new
authority structures

Interdependent;
dynamic emergence of
cross-linking authority
centers of Sh~lrt
duration

Contacts in itiated
and maintained if
they can accept the
superiority of the
central message and
will help to dlsseminate it; conferences
of organizations only
if they enhance the
authority of the central intuition

Relations governed
by policy of
« recognition» in
which the superiority of the
recognizer is considered implicit; weak
and unstable iederations of organizations

Ad hoc unstructured
contacts; organization
for project level 001laboration; organization groupings racked
by fear of "organization 11

Links between
complementary or
competing organizations committed so
survival of same
macro-system;
dictated by cost
effectiveness

Interdependent,
dynamic emergence of
cross-linking authority
centers of short
duration, distinction
between intra- and
interorganizationa!
links considered
academic

Rejection of status
quo; articulates
change

Machine for
managing extensive
but uncomplex environment

Reflection of cultured Attuned to those feademocratic society
tures of its environment which might
constitute a potential
threat to its continued growth

Identification of a
new fundamental
problem underlying
previously isolated
problems

Docile problem
groups characterized
by their number and
variety rather than
their complexity
and interrelationship

Dynamic interactive
problems, the consequences of .ome
solutions to problems
constitute new
problems

L

Attuned to those
features of its environment which might
constitute a potential
threat to its continued
activity and to those
which might be threaened by its continued
activity

Aggressive ir>teractive Very aggressive interproblems; considera- active problems; cenble strategic skills
tralized strategy
required for central
abandoned in favar of
planning
decentralized response
JbY a network of interdependent organizational units.
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tors of this kind are of considerable importance for the whole
present and future development of
international
organizations ».
(Alexander Szalai. The Future of
international organizations. New
York, UNITAR, 1970. Paper presented to a seminar on organizations of the future.)

Styles of Organization
Within the above context, it is useful
to look at different styles of organization, how they function and how they
respond to their environment. The
Traditional, Charismatic, and Classical styles are quite familiar. The
Human Relations style has recently
appeared on the scene, together with
the Systemic style. These five styles
are described and compared in Table 1 (1). each succeeding
style
reflects a progressively greater concern with interdependence, but in
each case with compensating weaknesses. The relationship between the
different styles of organizations can
be usefully illustrated in Figure 1.
There is a progressive convergence
towards a subtler and more sensitive
type of social action, with progressibly smaller swings between the
extremes shown in Figure 1.
Each style of organization is of coure the most appropriate in a certain
type of environment. But what style
of organization is most appropriate
to the complex environment noted in
the earlier sections of this article?
Most management literature is full
of descriptions of "systems management» as applied to large corporations and even to governments. Peter
Rudge (2) considers the Systemic
style to be the most appropriate for
complex organizations such as the
churches with which he is especially
concerned. And yet it is against the
concept of a "system» that many
left-wing and youth organizations are
protesting. It seems certain that international nongovernmental organizations do not wish to conceive of themselves as being part of any system there is too much suggestion of coordination witout respect for autonomy,
or of being a " cog in somebody else's
machine ».
Working with the ideas in the earlier
section of this article, and with highly
innovative books such as that of
Donald Schon (3), it seemed possible
to identify a style of organization that

combines some of the advantages
of the Human Relations and Systemic
styles and avoids some of their disadvantages. This can be termed the
"Network Style », It is described in
Table 1 and is shown as the next swing
of the curve in Figure 1,
There is of course a range of systems
management styles, and some would
claim to include the Network style,
but it seems as though organizations
can become systems without becoming networks (4). And it is the concept
of a network of organizations which
seems less constrictive and more
fruitful.

Nature of the Network
In order for INGOs to survive and
contribute effectively to social change
in the 1970s there may be some advantage in attempting to define more
clearly the nature of this new style
of organization. It is as yet undefined because it is of less interest to
business
corporations
for
which
inter-organizational
relations
are
largely
restricted
to
transdctions
which can be translated into financial
terms. The case of nonprofit organizations is much more complex in
many respects. INGOs need to work
together to match the strength and
demands of governmental and business programs. They also need to
work together to ensure that the effects
of their programs do not cancel each
other out (e.g. in the case of environ
mental programs), or compete with
one another unnecessarily (e.g. in the
case of educational programs in a
particular locality). But in working
together, they do not want to be sucked
into an uncontrollable relationship
under which their autonomy is threatened.
In a sense we are moving towards the
idea that INGOs are autonomous bodies which at anyone time may each
have working Iin ks with "neighbouring » INGOs - or may temporarily be
working in isolation. As Figure 2
shows, this type of situation results
in a network of organizations. It is
not a frozen structure but a dynamic
one. Each day new patterns of links
are created some new links are formed,
some links are terminated. Some
patterns of links are more permanent
than others - but all links have their
part to play in the activity of the network;

+

Link
duration
years
5 years

+

2 years

+

1 year

+ 10
(1) These five styles and their descriptions
are based on an excellent typology given in:
Peter F. Rudge. Ministry and Management;
the study of ecclesiastical administration.
London, Tavistock, 1968. Descriptions have
however been much modified in a number of
cases, the sixth style and some points have
been added.

Type of link
permanent ~ working contacts
links lor long term programs
(e9 coordination 01 complementary programs)
links for short term projects
(eg organization of a large conference)
links for specific tasks (eg.
joint publication 01 a book or
brochure)
Cl

(2) op. cil.

i
L
-__.

..1

(3) Donald Schon. Beyond the Stable State.
(See article based on his book, by A.J.N.
Judge. Wanted: new types of social entity.
«International
Associations)l.,
March,
1971
p. 148-170).

\

,

iri>,.,almr{

(4) The Systemic style defined
has
been modified from that suggested by Peter
Rudge to clarify this distinction.
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+

1 month

+

I week

+

1 hour

links for very specific points of
common interest (eg. exchange
of letters and documents following contact at meeting)
face-to-face links (eg contacts
formed for the duration of an
international conference)
information exchange links (eg
the once-only contacts with
people
who
have
specific
queslions)

..

Figure 1. Indication of the succession of management style
extremes and the convergence over time on a more
balanced form

Excessively organized and « efficient .; impersonal, centralized;
exclusive definition of relevance

Traditional

Classical

Systemic

Time
Network

Human Relations

Charismatic

Excessively disorganized and «inefficient »; personal. decentralized; over-sensitive to too many immediate problems
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Network Action Strategy
The problem for INGOs is to develop
a way of increasing the dynamism and
strength of the network without retreating to the unsuccessful formula of the
coordinating umbrella body which
is probably following the dinosaurs
into social history. Clues to a new
action strategy can be obtained by
looking at the now well-developed
Systemic style.
The Systemic style has been specifically developed for closed-systems;
that is to say for an organization and
those parts of its environment with
which it thinks it should be in contact.
Every other outside influence is syste·
matically excluded. But the relations

(a) emphasis on the contribution of
special knowledge. competence
and experience by any appropriate INGO to the common task
of any ad hoc group of INGOs
set up for a specific task
(b) the '" realistic" nature of the
program of any INGO which is
seen as set by Its perception of
the most sign ificant problems
for which it is competent. in
terms of the information which
it has managed to receive.
(c) the adjustment and continual
redefinition by each INGO of its
programs through
interaction
with and in response to others;
the network is conceived as
constantly changing and evolving. sub-networks of INGOs
with a special interest in common come into existence for any
required period; INGOs may
each be participating in any
number of such partial networks;
partial networks are deliberately
terminated when no longer useful.
(d) the shedding of "responsibility"
as a limited field of rights. obligations and methods (e.g.. world

Each of these points concerning interorganizational relations may require
some adjustment in the mternal organization of the INGO and more specifically to the way the organization
conceives itself. Although comment has
been restricted to the INGO network.
this is clearly intimately related to the
network of governmental agencies
to that ol business enterprise~, and to
that of the academic community.
The organizational network is an
" organic» form appropriate to today's rapidly changing
conditions
which constantly give rise to fresh
problems and unforeseen
requireiTlfn:D
L;
action
reqUirements
which can :ot be rapidly and satistac-

between the parts of the organizational system are conceived as being
very sophisticated
and subtle.
It
would seem possible to "translate»
these features of the closed-system
into open-system features by thinking
of the INGOs not as interlinked parts
of a closed system but as autonomous
interdependent
organs
within
an
open society - the social system as a
whole. The Systemic style may then
be said to be applicable to one organ izational system, whereas the Network style is applicable to many
interacting organizations. This might
be considered a mere transposition
of the Systemic style to a different
level. but for one factor In order for
an organization to respond to the

network environment of the open society, it must become less introverted
and exclusive in its concerns. and
as such one can speak of the emergence of a new organization style
both externally for the network as a
whole and internally for the organization itself. The stress is on interaction and interdependence, however
the choice of interactant and form of
relationship is entirely autonomous.
Peter
RUdge (5)
has
summarized
the characteristics of the Systemic
style. In the light of the above comments. we can attempt to translate and
modify these for the inter-organizational setting. The Network style may
therefore be characterized by :

problems may not be systematically ignored as being some
other organizations sole responsibility)
(e)

(f)

(g)

the spread of commitment of an
INGO to society as a whole
beyond any technical definition
of programs or legal definitions
of constitution or statutes.
a network structure of control,
authority, and communication:
the sanctions which apply to the
individual INGO's conduct in
its working role derive more from
presumed community of interest
with the rest of the network in
the survival and evolution of the
open society, and less from any
temporary
contractual
relationship between the INGO and
some body ;"6cognized as coordinator for the program in question.
omniscience no longer imputed
t() key organizations in the network; knowledge about the
economic, social. CUltural, scientific. technical. etc. problems
ot the immediate task may be
located anyWhere in the organi-

torily
distributed
to
organizations
working in isolation within rigidly
defined prograrns. The nehvork per~
mits all the decentralization necessary to satisfy the need for autonomous
organizational development and indiVidual in itlative. It also provides for
very rapid centralization CHPS!lzstion
and fociJssing 01 resources the moment any complex problem (or natural
disaster) emerges which requires the
talents of a particular configuration
or constellation of INGOs (or other
bodies). The centralization is only
binding on the INGOs concerned with
the problem in question, and for the
period during which they have ,. common cause" and in no way atfects
others in the rwtw'.'rk. The netw0rk is.
l

zational network; this location
may, if appropriate, become the
ad hoc centre of control, authority and communication for that
task.
\
rather
than
vertical
(h) lateral
direction
of
communication
through the network. communication
between organizations
of different status; consultative
contacts are emphasized with
each participant adjusting its
programs in consequence if it
perceives such adjustment to be
warranted.
(i)

(j)

a content of communication between INGOs which consists of
information and advice rather
than instructions and decisions.
commitment to the problems of
the development of the open
society is more highly valued
than loyalty and obedience to
the individual INGO.

(k) importance and prestige attach
to affiliation of the INGO to professional, scientific or cultural
networks not directly concerned
with the INGO's immediate program tasks.

furthermore, multidimensional in character since INGOs may centralize
themselves to different extents in
many different partial networks and
at the same time decentralize (or
disassociate) themselves on other
issues.
The network is not "coordinated"
by any body: the participating bodies
coordinate themselves so that one
may speak of "auto-coordination"
rather than coordination. Similarly the
network as a whole is not" directed »
or ,. controlled >' by any body, rather
it is "self-directing" and self-adapting.

(5) Op. eil p. 30
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Network with respect to Issue A
(same organizations as for Issue B,
but different pattern of Iinks( *)

Primary
Secondary
Tertiary
Isolates
Isolated groupe

Organi·
zalions

Links

22
33
147
58
4

14
8
228
n.a.
n.B.

Le. network is more integrated, with
fewer isolates; but some primary
coordinating bodies are only related via tertiary links.

Network with respect to Issue B
(same organizations as for Issue B.
but different pattern of links)( *)

Primary
Secondary
Tertiary
Isolates
Isolated groups

Organi.
zations
8
12
140
100
34

Links

9
0
130

n.a.
n,a.

i.e. network is less integrated. with
more isolates; but all primary
coordinating bodies are related
via primary links.
0

f/)~
a

0

0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

0

;/

o~

0

Figure 2. Illustration of how one
part of the world network of organizations might ·appear with respect
to two different issues (or, alternatively, at two different dates).

(*) Organizations may be of primary. secondary or tertiary significance to the
network in response to any given issue, or
they may operate as isolates.
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TYPES OF ORGANIZATIONAL
NETWORK

INTRODUCTION
There are numerous uses of the term
« network» to describe features of the
psychosocial system. However, although
this calls attention to the complexity of
the system, it denotes a static structure
and contains no reference to the essential dynamism of networks. Networks
are dynamic both in terms of the flows
between the nodes but also because of
the evolution of the network itself over
time in response to new challenges and
opportunities. This dynamic feature
could well be highlighted by using
« network» as a verb as well as a noun.
« Networking » becomes therefore the
process of operating in an (inter-organizational) network, including the progressive evolution of this network over
time.
In the following section an attempt is
made to list together a variety of social
networks to give some idea of the
areas in which the concept can be
used. Thereafter an attempt is made
to sketch out a set of « networking principles ». In the final section some of
the problems raised by networks are
considered for the practical areas of
legislation, programme administration,
financial control and personnel policy.

Each of the following networks is characterized by one or more of the following:
movement of personnel or staff between centres in the network
movement of goods between centres
in the network
movement of members (or customers) between centres in the network (possibly on the basis of reciprocal membership)
reallocation of personnel or resources between the centres
movement of information between
centres
movement or reallocation of funds
between centres.

1. Knowledge storage
L.ibrary networks
characterized by inter-library lending; catalogue card exchange; reciprocal right of access for approved users.
Museum networks
characterized by inter-museum tranfers and exchanges of exhibits and
exhibitions;
reciprocal
right
of
access for approved scholers.

R'TICULE. 11. m. (1701, T. d'Astron. , "mpI'. lat. r,'" lJ.lum
d" rdf',.

W'!'! lilt,·
t" IIllt
,1'1111

""\

(Jf> Ills eroises place dall,; Ip ph, frlCal
,I'nptiqlle. l/intcTSectio/t tip .• [11., " l,oli-

~1.""1.,

l"sll'III1;o'''!

la ,ill.'r/ion de l'are optique. y, 0'1.", Micrometre, Iit'll' /lIe ,I "'/1' lunette adro'llomique .. a'un !I.if·ro~
"ofie llIi,·,,,olf'triqlll'.
'·!.lk

11111111'"

i1~i2;

1765; Cr. l'alter. rfl11 "11 II' /'11
17'~1;
·1 nll'I- COl fful'l'l il tnaillps f>nfprmant les 1'111'\'1'11\ \
Filet, resille. - Modes, Petit Sll<' it main OU bOllrse (ell n;,:
:'t I'ori;..:'ill",.
I"

Tl'1i1'1l/IlTn

PH

« EUe tOU5SB. ouvrit son 8ac A main. 5e moucha vaguement. f!t repl~"
"ur la table de marbre le reticule nolrlltre Qui ressemblalt ...on ch ..
peau, ta11le dans le meme talletll8 nolr malaxe et hors d'usage.•
COLIrrTE, Fin de Cb~rl, p. 1011

DEB, - Idu lat. retIculum) : 1t~t1culalre, adj. (16l0\. Qui forll'P un
reseau, ressemble .. un re.eau. Anat. TI.,u retlculaire 'ou areol'""el,
varlete de tissu .pongieux. Membrane reticulaire ,apparell audltir).
Peloto" rl!tlculcllre de Rulllnl, autour d'un corpuscule du tact. Plan
rtticulaire: tout plan contenant une Inllnlte de points homolo~les
d'un reseau' cristalIln. Intervalle retlculaire : distance entre deux pIa",
r.ticulalres consecutifs. Reticule, H. adl. (1784). Qui Imite ',n
reseau, Archit. Apparell rttlcult!: maconnerle en petit apparpll. of) M.
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'n. t.). - Oeol. Sola r~tlcule. ou polygonauz de, rt"io,u pOIOlr.,.
COMP. - Reticulocyte. n. m. (vers 1930). Hem.tle" Ir.nuletl» pr.'
oentant un re.eau ftlamenteux et de line. l1"anulatlona (0.5 0/, dana I,
.anil normal). La pres,ence de r~tlculocyt., dan, Ul ...n" tretlculO<'rtose
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Art gallery network
characterized by inter-gallery transfers and loans of art works and art
exhibitions.
2. Knowledge advance
Research institute networks
characterized by inter-institute movement of researches and lecturers;
exchanges of ideas and new program areas; switching of external
fund allocations to different parts of
the network.
5. Community
Kibbutzim networks
characterized by exchanges of produce, and occasionally services,
between individual kibbutzim; also
functions as a network of defensive
positions.
Commune networks
characterized
by movement of
people between a variety of modes
of life style expression.
4. Esoteric
Church networks
characterized by movement of clergy preachers between churches;
occasional movement of parishoners.
Monastry networks
characterized by occasional movement between centres; originally

RtSEAU (-z6). n. m. (XII· s., resel; del'. de rets ou iSSlI,
par substit. de suffixe, de reseutl (vx), lat. retiolu.s, dilllin.
(jp retis. V. Rets).
4 0 (Par anal. de forme). Ens<>rnblp permalll'lIt ou aC'l'i·
(jp-lItl'l de !ignes, ne hanoes, etl'., I'lltrelac~ef\ OH elltl'f'I'\'oish'S pins 011 moins re~lJlie\'emellt. V. Entrelacement j .. t

Retioulaire, retioule, 1,1' TeS/'llU It'un/, toil/' It'urllignt'I',
1.11 muratlle de atle salle displlraissait sous un resrau Il'orserres. V. Entrelaos (Cr. Enlacl'r, .. 1t 141.
1"11
·r"'.'elIll tip,/aflorn, inl'xtrirable de Tuel/ps. \. Complication
(I" i, oonfuslon (\0 i, enohevltrement, labyrinthe (:!"). laci8.
//11''<1

W'lf/pIII,

11 70 (En parlant d'une organisation qui repanlt ;,I'S ('1(ments en differents points d'un pays atin (\'exl'ITI'\' SOil
action sur toute l'etendue .de ceJui-ei). Cr. ci-dessous. I'it li
HllGO; et aussi Toile d'araignee*• .' iipra cH. j3.

- //t"'t'au commercial, Reseau de concessionnaires.
Reseau Itl~ distribution, de prospection. Agence de pre.,u
qUi di.si't)s/, d'un l'aste reseau de correspondants.
- - /lrseau de television, reseau radiophonique (statiolls
emettl'iel's et relais). D1.scours diffuse sur l'ensemblp du
T/'seau de la R.T.F. - Rl'seau radar.

11 8° Fig. et metaph, Un vaste respau d'intrigul's (Cr.
f.pisodique, cit. 3)'. V. Entrelaoement (fig.). -- Les mail//'s
(I, eit. 7) de re reseau tresse par la logiqul' (Cf. Illl.ssi
Logiciell, eit. 3; physiologique. cif.).
« La nature forme un reeeau sana commencem~Dt ni .tin. une suite
Inlnterrompue de chalnons QU'on ne salt dan. Quel sens ...Ialr; et rien
ne reste plus problematlque Que de ...volr si chacune des malllps trouve
sa ralson d'~tre dan. celle QUI precede ou dan. celle QuI suil.., •
OIDB, C• ..,.den, n' dial.. V.
« Ce reseau d'habltudes pleJUes .naerralt Fablen au poInt qu~. m'me
au college, oil 11 entra envlron sa trelzleme annee, aucune r'vt'l~tlOn
charnelle ne le troubla. 0
MAURIAC, Le .al, I.
(1 )
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reception points for travellers and
pilgrims.
5. Social
Youth hostel networks
characterized
by movement of
hostellers around the network.
Sports club network
characterized by exchange matches
between clubs which result in each
club receiving and visiting most
others in the network.
Holiday resort networks
characterized by movement of staff
between centres; alternation of holiday-makers between resorts.
6. Protectionist
Business clubs (Fraternity clUb, Country
club) networks
characterized by reciprocal memberships between clubs in geographically isolated centres.
Trade union (Professional association)
networks
'n.two,. \ ••••\ It. ojlm a"rib ('IIel + _k) 1:. f.bric or
Itructure of tbre.ds, corcb. or wires ....t er_ each other at
re...l.r inter••I••nd .re knotted or ""'ured .t !be croulnp
(ribbons. l.ce .nd embroidery wrouabt topther ill • moat
curiou. piece of - -JOKph Addioon} S: ••ystem of IineI
or ch.nnels th.t interlace or erOlS like !be f.bric of • net
of hiabw.ys)
of ri-.)
of Yeins) <. - of rooll)
of nerYes) 3: an intercollD8Cted or interrelated chain,
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'r•• lic.u.lale \·y•• lit, U'u -id.+V\
-11'

ob -W/-ING/-S [back.
formation fr. rdiculated] lit 1 a: to divide. mark, or con$truct so as to resemble or form network b: to distribute (as
electricity, water~ or aoads) by means of a network c: to
form a reticulation in (a photoaraphic material)
aclatin)
<~ a print} I : to provide or construct with a rcticle - 'VI
: to become reticulated
re.Uc.Q.lal.ed \-id·lId, -itlld\ ad) [L rellculatul reticulated
+ E ·~dl 1: RETrCULATB 2 . : baving tina Of roads lntercrosaed : forming or formed like a network or a web <.. . . .
canals) (a -.. system of transportation) : pierced or open in a
pattern resembling. net (a -.. pottery jar) b: ~onslructed
or faced with diamond-shaped stonea or square ,tones placed
diagonally <.. . . . masonry)
re.t.t.Cle \,red.lak~1. -etl' lek- \ n. -5 [L reticulum little net, retlculum] : a system ot lOes, dots. cross hairs, or wires in the
focus of the tyepiece of an optical instrument (as 8 g~nsi~ht,
microscope, telescope, or transit) used tYJ?ically for esUmating
spee~ ~r distance, (or measuring or countmg, or as a cent~ring
or aIming device
reticul- or reticulo- abo retlcul1... comb jorm [L, fr. reticulum]
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uticulum httle net. reticulum + ~aris ·ar -" more at MIn ICUU- j
1: rese-nbling a net in appearance or structure: RF.TICUlATEU.

of or relating to a reticulum: taking on
the form of or being a retlculum 2: resembling a nct in
operation or effect: INTRICATE
re·tJc.u·late·t, ad" : in a reticulate manner
re.Uc.u.la.UoD \ ....... tIlsh3n\ " ~S [1 reticulate + ~/on] 1: re~
lil,,:ulated (ormation or appearance: NETWORK; al.ro : some·
thing reticulated <as a system of transportation) 2,: a
n('twork of corrugations produced accidentally or intentionally
RETlCULATE; sped} :

~~e as~~ii~~e~~g:~:'~~~~ r:rl~ti:x~~sidb;I~~e~:~~k~rtb~

Image partides in processing
reticUlato- comb jar". [L retlculatus reticulated (fr. reliculum
... -atus -ate) + Eo.(}-] : reticulately (reliculatocoalescent)
'rericuluIQ8rlUlulate) <r~ticulatoramose} (rtticulatovenose)
rel.l.cQle \'red·"kyUl. -et.-\ • -s [F rtlleu/e, fr. L rerieulum
lIttle Mt, network. dim. of rete net -- more at RETINA] 1: RETI~
Cl £ 2: a woman's smaH drawstring bag used as a pocket.
r.o\·k., workbag, or caTryall
re.Uc.Q.!um \-y.I"",\ n. pI ret1CU.la \-12\ [NL. rr. L. little
net. network -- more at RfTK..'ULE] 1 : tbe second stomach
of it ruminanr in ""hkh tolds of the mucous membrane: form
be.-agonal ~llJ -- caUed also honeycomb stotnQCh; see TRIPE
2 : II ne-dike structure : NETWORK: &I a: interstitial tissue
composed. of reticulum cells b: the network often visible
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characterized by movement of key
people between centres; preference
to existing members if they move to
a new geographical location.
7. Development
Mission network
characterized by movement of missionaries or superiors of the order
which instituted the network.
Work camp network
characterized by alternation of
volunteers between centres.
Program site network
.
characterized by movement of experts and program evaluators between centres.
8. Entertainment
Theatre (Nightclub, Circus, Dance hall)
networks
characterized by movement of performers between centres.
9. Education
University networks
characterized
by
inter-university
movement of lectures and students
School networks
characterized by movement of officials and teachers between centres;
exchange sports matches between
centres.
10. Health
Hospital (Medical centre) networks
characterized by movement of doctors and patients between centres.
11. Commercial and Industrial
Chain store networks
characterized by reallocation of
stocks and personnel between centres.
Corporate networks
characterized by networks of holding
companies and subsidiaries between
which resources and personnel are
reallocated; cross-linking directorships and stockholdinas.
Factory networks
characterized by movement of materials and parts between centres
at different stages of processing
and assembly.
Hotel (Motel) chains
characterized by movement of customers between centres; reallocation
of personnel around the network.
Cafe (Bar) networks
characterized by movement of customers between centres.
12. Economic
Stock (Commodity) exchange networks
characterized by transfers of funds
between centres.
Bank networks
characterized by transfers of funds
between centres.

13. Official
Military base networks
characterized by reallocation of
personnel and material between
centres; movement of information
between centres.
Embassy networks
characterized by reallocation of
diplomatic personnel between centres; movement of information be-

tween centres.
14. Communication and transport
Airline networks
characterized by reallocation of
planes between travel routes; movement of customers and goods
through the network.
Railway networks
characterized by reallocation of wagons between routes; movement of
customers and goods through the
network.
Postal network
characterized by movement of letters and parcels through the network.
Telex (Wire services; Telephone) network
.characterized by movement of messages through the network.
15. Criminal

NETWORKING PRINCIPLES: an
attempt at a set of guidelines (*)
The problem for transnational organizations is to develop a way of increasing the dynamism and strength of their
networks without retreating to the unsuccessful formula of the coordinating
umbrella body - which is probably following the dinosaurs into social history.
The following sections attempt to identify some characteristics of the new
approach required. The challenge is to
develop information systems which
facilitate and catalyze (rather than organize) the development of such networks to the benefit of all participating
bodies and the social system within
which they function.
Principles :
1. Networks of information and other
flows tend to develop wherever there
is a need for contact between existing social actors whether or not
the action or the communication is
approved. The network is a more
adequate response to a complex
environment than a minimally and
formally connected set of hierarchical institutions. If necessary networks become unofficial and bypass or undermine accepted channels to create adequate contact.
2. Networks decrease in effectiveness
and in attractiveness to potential
participants to the extent that any
particular body or group of bodies
within the network attempts to structure it to favour its onw ends or
its own conception of the nature
of the programes which participants
should undertake.
3. The budget load of operating a network for the benefit of one body or
group of bodies increases with the
number of organizations encoded in
the data system, unless means
are found to involve such organizations as full participants so that
it is in their own interest to ensure
the dynamism of the network's operations to contribute data and possibly funds.

87.
Style:
The network style may tentatively be
characterized by :

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

I.

g.

h.

emphasis on the contribution of
special
knowledge, competence,
and experience by any appropriate
transnational organization to the
common task of any ad hoc group
of transnational organizations set
up for a specific task.
the "realistic » nature of the program of any transnational organization which is seen as set by its perception of the most significant problems for which it is competent, in
terms of the information which it
has managed to receive.
the adjustment and continual redefinition by each transnational organization of its programs through
interaction with and in response to
others: the network is conceived
as constantly changing and evolving
sub-networks of transnational organizations with a special interest in
common wh.ich come into existence
for any required period; transnational
organizations may each be participating in any number of such partial
networks;
partial
networks are
deliberately terminated when no
longer useful.
the shedding of «responsibility»
as a limited field of rights, obligations and methods (e.g. world problems may not be systematically
ignored as being some other organization's sole responsibility).
the spread of commitment of a transnational organization to society as
a whole beyond any technical definition of programs or legal definitions of constitution or statutes.
a network structure of control, authority, and communication; the sanctions which' apply to the individual
transnational association's conduct
in its working relations derive more
from presumed community of interest with the rest of the network in
the survival and evolution of the
open society, and less from any
temporary contractual relationship
between the organization and some
body recognized as coordinator for
the program in question.
omniscience no longer imputed to
key organizations in the network;
knowledge about the economic,
social, cultural, scientific, technical,
etc. problems of the irnrnediate task
may be located anywhere in the organizational network; this location
may, if appropriate, become the ad
hoc centre of control, authority, and
communication lor that task.
lateral rather than vertical direction
of communication through the network, communication between organizations of different status; consultative contacts are emphasized
with each participant adjusting its
programs in consequence if it perceives such adjustment to be war-

ranted.
i. a content of communication between
bodies which consists of information
and advice rather than instructions
and decisions.
j. commitment to the problems of the
development of the open society is
more highly valued than loyalty and
obedience to the individual transnational association.
k. importance and prestige attach to
affiliation of the transnational organization to professional, scientific, or cultural networks not directly
concerned with the transnational
organizations's immediate program
tasks.
Each of these points concerning interorganizational relations may require
some adjustment in the internal organization of the transnational organization
and more specifically to the way the
organization conceives itself. Although
comment has been restricted to the
transnational association network, this
is clearly intimately related to the
network of governmental agencies to
that of business enterprises and to that
of the academic community.
Comment:
The organizational network is an «organic» form appropriate to today's
rapidly-changing conditions which constantly give rise to fresh problems and
unforeseen requirements for action requirements which cannot be rapidly
and satisfactorily distributed to organizations working in isolation within
rigidly defined programs. The network
permits all the decentralization necessary to satisfy the need for autonomous
organizational development and individual initiative. It also provides for
very rapid centralization, canalization,
and focusing of resources the moment
any complex problem (or natural disastter) emerges which requires the talents
of a particular configuration or constellation of transnational organizations
(or other bodies). The centralization is
only binding on the transnational organizations concerned with the problem in question, and for the period
during which they have «common
cause» and in no way affects others in
the network. The network is, furthermore multidimensional in character
since transnational organizations may
centralize themselves to different extents in many different partial networks
and at the same time decentralize (or
disassociate) themselves on other issues.
The network is not " coordinated » by
any body: the participating bodies
coordinate themselves so that one may
speak of «autocoordination» rather
than coordination. Similarly, the network as·a whole is not «directed» or
" controlled » by any body rather it is
« self-directing" and self-adapting.

Implications
The concept of networking, if it is to be
useful in sociai organization as well as

in the sociology of organizations, must
be embodied in the structures and
procedures which govern the day-ta-day
operations of organizations. Some of
the problems and possibilities of achieving this are noted below.
1. Legislation

Organizations are subject to the legislative measures of the countries in
which they are established. They may
even owe their special characteristics
to the provisions which permit them to
be created and which govern the manner in which they function. It is the
legislative measures which give organization's «existence» in society today.
Whilst "de facto» organizations may
appear to exist, it is as though they
existed on the borders of the social
unconscious in a dim twilight realm.
«De jure" organizations are much
more real and solid, particularly to the
world of officialdom which controls
much of the social policymaking.
The following problems of giving legal
recognition to networks of organizations and the networking process are
indicative:
to date legal status has only been
accorded to distinct social entities
with well-defined boundaries. A network is by definition made up of
many entities whose degree ot interrelationship erodes this absolute
distinctness - there is a degree of
blurring of each component organization.
again legal status depends upon
being able to identify a welldefined
group of persons or bodies which is
responsible for the actions of the
recognized organization. Networks
involve
constant
movement
of
people bringing them successively
into association with many nodes,
and occassionally several at the
same time. People are mobile within
networks
legislative measures
cannot respond easily to this dynamism. They depend on fixed relationships which persist over significant periods of time.
There are however approaches which
could be explored which would make
it possible to give legal reality to networks:
current legislation ties the responsibility for an organization to its
directors as representing the stockholders or sUbscribing membership.
In the sociological perspective the
« membership» may include the
following however: directors, subscribing
membership (stockholders,
clients (individuals purchasing the
products of the organization (e.g.
journal
subscribers
other than
membership), etc..
A multilevel principle of responsibility is required. This in fact corresponds to our present awareness that,
for example, employees of the defen-
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se industry do bear some responsibility for those killed by the products
they produce.
-

the procedure whereby bodies are
registered and recognized by the
law could be considerably speeded
up, to the point at which an ad hoc
organization can be registered for a
day as easily as a car can be legally
insured for a day, or a passenger
tor a single flight.

2. Personnel Policy
In this case the difficulties are as follows:
employment in most organizations
binds the person into a particUlar
position and career line with the
aid of many pension and other benefits which make any break fairly
traumatic.
This reduces mobility across career
lines and between organizations
and perpetuates rigid operational
procedures.
changes of programme policy can
make personnel in smaller organizations redundant with no means of
relocating themselves to other organizations within the network. This
forces people to select secure
long-term positions and reduces
the ability of the network to allocate
personnel to the short-term programmes and organizations which may
be tactically useful.
frustration of natural creativity and
lack of variety of experience obliges
many to indUlge in departmental
«empire building ». This ensures
that new programme decisions are
based more upon their value in inter-departmental races than in connection with any real problems.

As before, a networking approach to
personnel policy could facilitate the
elaboration of new proced ures. Some
possibilities are:
relate most of the conventional
ties (e.g. pension fund) to the network rather than to a specific unit
within it, so that people feel free
to move within the network. (N.B.
The group insurance fund formula
is well established).
make it easier for personnel to
relocate, temporarily, to short-term
programmes and small organizations within the network where they
can be given greater freedom and
creative opportunity.

3. Programme Administration and
finance
In this case,
follows:

the difficulties are as

most organizations in society work
to a budget which is prepared and

approved once a year. It is often
very difficult indeed, if not impossible, to undertake actions outside the budget framework which
is often very elaborate. This rigid
procedure causes the organizational network to respond spastically
to those crises which are most prominent at the time the bUdget is
approved, and most inadequately to
those which emerge during the
course of the budgetary cycle.
the more complex the organization,
the longer the programme cycle.
Programmes have to be carefully
prepared several years before their
period
of
implementation.
The
response time to new issues is very
slow.
it is only with great difficulty that
funds allocated to one programme
can be reallocated to another in
the event of need. It is even rarer
for this reallocation to be made to
the benefit of other organizations in
the network, better placed to undertake the programme required immediately.
The rigidities noted above are in part a
consequence of the lack of a networking
concept to provide the conceptual
framework for a network response to
crisis. Some approaches which could
be explored are :
some form of «dynamic fund reallocation» wherely funds can be
pledged for a time period giving
latitude as to when amounts are
called (the various time /interest
formulas for fixed deposit accounts
are suggestive): or allocation of
funds to a broad programme area
with latitude as to where the funds
are allocated within that area, or
outside it, but in relation to it.
an « international programme stock
market » in which each programme
is supported by " shares » representing the priority or percentage call
it has upon a fund pool. Those
feeding funds, into the pool, conceived as a holding fund, or into a
given programme, change the value
of the shares on a daily basis in
response to the crisis profile and
the programme's perceived utility.

(*) Adapted

from: A.J .N. Judge. The World
Network of Organizations. International Associations, 24. 1. 1972, p. 18-24 and the Nature of Organizations in Transnational Networks (Paper presented at the conference
of the International Studies Association,
Dallas. 1972) and Inter-organizational Relationships; in search of a new style (conclusion of a seminar report to reflect on the
network of International Associations)

(1) Extraits de Paul Robert. Dictionnaire alphabetique et analogique de la langue frangaise;
les'mats et les associations d'idees. Paris,
Le Robert. 1972.
(2) Extracts from: Webster's Third New Inter·
national Dictionary of the English Language (Unabridged).
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A proposal for encounters between
practitioners, social scientists and specialists (incorporating the summary of a
preliminary meeting in Montreal, 18-20
November 1976, to assess the feasibility of such a project).

Introduction

organizational, problem, and other networks by which we are surrounded and
within which our activity is embedded.
At present, because clear and unambigous concepts for discussion of
social complexity are lacking or have
very limited currency, communication
can only be achieved with the aid of
extremely cumbersome and lengthy
phrases which tend to create more
confusion than they eliminate. In the
absence of adequate terms to handle
urgent but complex realities, debate
tends to concentrate on issues which
can be adequately expressed via the
traditional vocabularies. The same
issues recur, maintaining a high level
of visibility and an assumed legitimacy
due to the relative ease with which
they can be stated, rather than to their
importance.

Proposal

The term «network» is encountered
more and more frequently in the social
sciences, in administrative documents
and in pUblic debate as reflected in
the news media. In each case use of
the term seems to be associated with
new perceptions of the complex and
subtle patterns of relationships between
structures characteristic of
social
society today.
It becomes increasingly clear that
social scientists and practitioners are
seeking a new vocabulary, one that
would provide a means for objectifying
and de-mystifying the complexity of the

(NB. It is recognized that there is already a considerable literature on
"Social networks» (1). However, the
sociologists having this preoccupation
are almost entirely concerned with networks of individuals, usually perceived
as centred on one key individual. So
although extensive use has been made
of graph theory and sociometric techniques, this does not appear to have
been made relevant either to networks
of groups and organizations, or to the
broader concept of «network» and
« networking»
now being used by
social activists. Furthermore, those
working on «social networks» do not
appear to be interested in such applications).

bric, an approach which has been the
cause of much difficulty in communication about social structures and processes.

It is proposed that exploratory encounters be organized between the following groups:

- mathematicians
concerned
with
topology and graph theory but who are
interested in the perceptions and needs
of social scientists
social scientists sensitive to the
possibility that a more extensive use
of topology / graph theory concepts
could help to clarify current thinking
about inter-organizational structures
and their relationship to problem complexes
While the term « network» may be currently doing some service to contain
the complexity with which social
scientists and practitioners are confronted, there is a strong possibility
that both groups could benefit from
each others insights and from exposure
to the more sophisticated forms of representation already developed by the
small group of mathematicians concerned with networks (e.g. in the
case of topology, graph theory and related disciplines).
The special advantage of using the
term « network» as the point of departure is that it is capable of encompassing and inter-relating a great variety
of social entities and links. This is in
contrast to exclusive focus on partial or
fragmentary features of the social fa-

- other specialists, (including engineers, ecologists, etc.) involved in
some way with conceptual handling of
networks
- practitioners using the concept of
" network» and "networking» as a
means of ordering their perception of
the relationships between the organizations with and through which they
work - and who may be able to draw
the attention of the other groups to
types of complexity which they have
difficulty in describing or analyzing.
The meeting should be organized in
such a way as to ensure optimum transfer of insights to informed or interested
members of the public (e.g. students)
who may usefully benefit from the presence of the above groups.

9D.
La communication transnationale

Chateau de Sassenage

ClIche Lescuyer

l' apport des associations
De par leur forme juridique, les associations constituent ces corps intermediaires si necessaires qUi font le
pont entre les grands organismes priyes ou publics de I'industrie et de I'administration et les particuliers de plus
en plus isoles.
La nature des choses fait donc que les
associations conjuguant les volontes
de personnes conservent un champ
d'action tres large que leur abandonnent les industries et les administrations parce que le risque est trop considerable, I'echelle trop reduite ou
le profit trop mince. Ne pouvant occuper un autre terrain, les associations
se trouvent donc containtes et condamnees a I'irnagination et a I'action.
Et finalernent on peut considerer que la
productivite marginale des credits fort
exigus dont elles disposent est fort
elevee, ce qUi devrait convaincre les
grands organismes publics et prives a
investir en leur sein.
J'ignore, Monsieur le President, si ces
propos paraitront limpides aux oreilles

competentes et interessees de celle
salle. Mais, pour vos collaborateurs et
collaboratrices du secretarial, pour les
membres de notre institution, pour les
experts qUi nous apportent leur precieux concours, pour nos adherents et
nos amis. je voudrais que les quelques
reflexions que je me suis faites au fil
des ans ne soient pas que les reveries
d'un promeneur solitaire egare dans
les sentiers de la Iinguistique et de la
terminologie.

Acte d'esperance
Je souhaiterais - si ce n'est pas une
folie ambition - que ces propos puissent conforter les participants aces
journees dans la croyance qu'il est
possible non seulement de rever energiquement au sein du Conseil mais encore de donner un' contenu concret a
nos ambitions, en un mot d'aller de
I'avant ensemble. Je voudrais surtout,
Monsieur le President, que leur imagination creatrice soit stimulee lors
de ces journees et que no us ne quit-

tions pas Sassenage sans une abondante moisson de suggestions, d'orientations nouvelles et de projets afin que
le Conseil pUisse demeurer celle institution libre et independante, au sein de
laquelle
chacun
pourra
travailler
comme il veut, avec qui il veut, quand
il veut, pourvu que cela ne coGte pas
trop cher et rende service
nos communautes.

a

Nos pays ne sont plus comme le Lazare
de I'Ecriture qui se contentait de ramasser les miettes tombant de la table
du mauvais riche. lis demandent maintenant ce qui leur doit revenir. Le nouveau Lazare, s'il est refuse n'allend
plus d'un monde meilleur I'apaisement
de sa faim. 11 est tente alors de tirer
brutalement la nappe et de bouleverser I'ordonnance du festin.
A nos institutions de faire en sorte que
dans les domaines qUi nous preoccupent ce ne soit pas le desespoir qui
soit offert mais si j'ose risquer un
terme devenu presque indecent et impUdique dans notre monde, I'esperance.

•
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The first day of the meeting was devoted to plenary sessions in which the
topic, group processes and options
were clarified.
During these sessions discussion was
interspersed with informal presentations from a number of individuals
who thus helped:
1. to develop a common focus for the
group as a whole and
2. to determine the topic areas which
could be further explored in smaller groups

Report of a
preliminary meeting
The feasibility of the proposed encounter was tested and examined at a preliminary meeting organized by the
Science and Human Affairs Programme, Concordia University (Montreal,
18-20 November 1976) (3).
The justification for the meeting was
developed by Or. J.W. O'Brien, Rector
and Vice-Chancellor of the University,
by J.C. Callaghan, Dean of Engineering,
and by Or. D. Charlton, Director of the
Centre for Interdisciplinary Studies
during the opening session.
There were 56 participants, of whom
27 were from universities, and the
remainder from a variety of governmental, nongovernmental and social
activist organizations.
The following international bodies formally associated' themselves with the
initiative:
International Foundation for Social
Innovation (Paris)
Mankind 2000 (Brussels)
Union of International Associations
(Brussels)
International Bureau for Professional Development (Montreal)
- World Future Studies Federation
(Rome).
It was announced that a similar exploratory encounter was to be held in
Paris in March 1977 on the initiative
of the International Foundation for
Social Innovation to examine the questions in a European context in the
light of the Montreal initiative (2).
Due to the experimental nature of the
meeting, and the deliberate diversity
of participants the coordinators of the
meeting refrained from pre-determining the programme's expected products
(particularly since the subject matter
and the predisposition of participants
rendered questionable any such initiative). The documents distributed to
participants suggested topics for d iscussion, objectives and possible products.
(3) The meeting was convened by Professor Christian de Laet, currently
Science Adviser to the Commonwealth
Secretariat.

On the second day three groups met
in parallel:
1. Concept clarification
2. Network organization and decisionmaking
3. Education and communication.
The session on the morning of the
third day was devoted to discussion of
the reports of the three groups and the
implications for the organization of a
larger meeting.

Group 1 : Concept clarification
In its first session the group continued
the process initiated in the plenary
session whereby participants were exposed to the particular concepts of networks used or applied in electrical
engineering, control engineering, and
ecology. During this process, members
collectively attempted to determine
how relevant such insights could be to
ordering their own insights into the social networks with which they were
familiar.

« system». This was considered particularly important in order to meet any
charge that use of « network» corresponded to a current fad rather than to
any fundamental distinction. The discussion moderated by Professor Fiksel was
extremely lively and examined a wide
variety of possible distinctions (see
report: pages 360-364. Although there
was a fair degree of consensus on the
value of some of these distinctions.
participants considered it premature to
arrive at any final distinction. In fact,' it
was the discussion process itself which.
as before, proved to be of most value
- namely the effect of explaining different aspects of possible distinctions
and their implications for non-technological networks.
The group tentatively agreed that any
efforts to pull together collections of
network-related concepts could best be
done through background reports but
that the process of «concept clarification" could better be concerned
with the exploration of different concepts of networks (from different disciplines) rather than with an immediate
and somewhat artificial attempt at developing a standardized terminology.

Group 2 : Network organization
and decision making

Although some of the distributed documents identified a number of networkrelated concepts, the group did not
consider it appropriate to use its time
to focus directly on any form of terminological standardization. The discussions were in fact revealing in that they
brought out the conceptual richness
which could be usefully explored during
such group processes and the value of
the discussion process itself for clarifying understanding about different
kinds of non-technological networks.
During its second session the group
decided to concentrate its discussion
on the distinction, if any, associated
with current usage of « network» and

The group was primarily composed of
people working in or with social change
networks. Participants first engaged in
a brain-storming session to share their
perceptions of networks and « networking "~.
This procedure was then followed by
presentation from each of the participants concerning the networks with
which they were working in an effort to
determine what techniques were used
and the extent to which each participant could learn from the others.
(An extract from the 'group report will
be given in a future issue).

Group 3 : Education and
communication
This group was primarily composed of
participants with some direct involvement with education or audio-visual
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media. It first examined the manner in
which network organization was inherent in some aspects of education
and communication and the desirability
of greater use of network organization
in place of other approaches.
The second concern was with the manner in which an understanding of networks could be conveyed in audiovisual materials and of how an appropriate environment could be created
for the proposed future meetings in
order to facilitate understanding of
networks and network formation.

Conclusion
It was agreed at the plenary session
that a report should be prepared clarifying the options for future meetings in
the light of the discussion of this matter. These options are identified in the
following sections.

Footnotes:
(1) Scott A Boorman. Outline and Bibliography of Approaches to the
Formal Study of Social Networks.
Harvard UniverSIty, Department of
Sociology, 1973 (Fels Discussion
Paper 87)
Lmton C Freeman. Bibliography of
SOCIal Networks. Monticello, Illinois,
Council of Planning Librarians, 1976.
(2) Some of the papers for the group
on ,. Complexity» have been printed in past issues of Transnational
AssocIations (1977: 4, 5 and 7-8).
The summary of the discussion is
reproduced In this issue (pages

341-364 ).
Other papers are avaIlable from the
secretariat of the Foundation, 20
rue Laffitte. 75009 Paris.

Options for the proposed meetings
1. Objectives
The preliminary meeting, after considerable discussion, concluded that it
was undesirable to fix precise objectives for any proposed meeting as a
whole, but rather to create a facilitative environment within which a number of activities could take place, each
with more precisely defined objectives.
It was felt that this approach was consistent with the common concerns of
participants and the shared understanding of the network alternative, whereas
overall objectives would tend to alienate some potential participants.
The activities or programme events for
which precise objectives would be defined could therefore be :
academically or research oriented
aimed at engaging participants in
a process of sharing experiences
concerning their networks
or any other concern related to the
development of understanding and
use of networks, including critical
evaluation of their significance.
The objectives of any specific activity
might therefore be any combination of
the following:

1. clarify how people work with, or
through networks, how they perceive them and their characteristics,
how they respond to them;
2. explore similarities and differences in order to define the interface between technical uses of the
network concept and the use of
the term by people obliged to respond consciously to networks encountered in their working life;
3. determine through interaction with
people working with or through
networks whether they may gain
insight from those conceptualizing
about networks in other ways, so
as to obtain a working structure
within which to incorporate their
intuit ions; and to enhance their
abil ity to think about, discuss and
work more efficiently with networks;
4. identify those features or characteristics of netv.Jorks 'vvhich could
usefully be more clearly described or labelled to facilitate the
activities of practitioners and in-

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

crease the precision of their discussion about those networks with
which they deal;
provide an occasion for those conceptualizing about networks to
obtain feedback on the relevance
of some appl ications of the concepts they are developing and
draw their attention to features of
networks encountered in practice,
on which inadequate conceptual
work has been done, if such is
the case;
explore the significance, if any,
of preference for «network" in
place of " system" and clarify the
distinction, if any, indicated by
this preference;
explore, if relevant, the modes of
transition between systems and
networks, whether in concept, in
organization or in practice, in
order to clarify what may be considered socially desirable or undesirable features of each;
determine the variety of social,
economic, political, administrative
and related domains in which the
network concept is used as a
means of ordenng expenences
and responses;
clarify the question of whether
society may not be faced With a
hidden problem, complementary
to illiteracy and innumeracy, namely
an inability amongst a significant
proportion of the decision-making
population to be able to handle
structures and networks with the
facility demanded by the degree
of reticulation of society;
identify ways of improving the
general ability of policy-makers,
administrators, concerned citizens,
researchers, etc. to engage in fruitful discussion about existing networks in society and about the
possible forms of alternative networks in a network-oriented society;
develop the network of people
who participate in such meetings
to share experience amd perceptions about networks (while being
aware of the advantages and disadvantages of creating a « network
of networkers »);
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12.

2.

determine whether programmes
could usefully be initiated, in support of the above, in such areas
as:
education about networks, how
to think about them, and how
to work with them;
aud io-visual portrayal of existing (or proposed alternative)
networks, and the problems of
designing and operating displays sufficiently powerful and
detailed to be useful in practice (rather than simply for
illustrative purposes);
surveys of networks and the
degree of reticulation of societies and the relation to the debate on social indicators;
research required on networks.

5.

Annotated list of human activities
in which the network concept is of
potential or actual use, possibly
ranked in order of susceptibility
to such use (possibly with selected
quotes from texts in each area, illustrating any such use). Such information could also be ordered to
clarify the time when such a pers-

It was agreed that
a small meeting would not justify
effots to create and experiment with
appropriately facil itative environments
- the creation of any such environments could only be justified if a
wider group of people could be exposed to them in some way (whether
through special sessions or outside
the time frames of the core activities).

3. Specific Activities
A number of specific activities, or programme events, were identified in a
background document (see box A).
4. Associated Products
The main purpose of such meetings is
to explore the possibility of obtaining
useful products from further work in
this area. Such meetings could however
give rise to the following products to
serve as a benchmark for any further
explorations (whether on the part of
the amateur conceptualizer or the
hardcase practitioner) :
1. Select bibliography of papers and
resources;
2. Roster of people or bodies relevant
to exploration of particular aspects
of the sUbject area;
3. List of topics for meaningful theses;
4. Draft of a structured glossary of
network terms with indication of
characteristics for wh ich unambiguous terms are lacking;

6.

A collection of audio-visual materials providing visual support for
any network perspective.

7.

The basis for a collection of papers
which could be used to develop
a reader for this area.

A possible programme outline

Box A

A -

Structural features of networks: key concepts
Processes within networks: key concepts
Growth of networks (development of existing structures) : key concepts
Evolution of networks (emergence of new structures) : key concepts

B -

Movement of individuals within networks, and their understanding of
them
Working with networks
Education about networks

-

Size

It was agreed that the number of people
participating in any particular activity
dependent on group dynamics should
not exceed 40 - 60. However, the number of such activities need only be limited by;
- the availability of funding
- the availability of people willing
and able to coordinate each activity
- the time required to establish an
appropriate setting

pective becomes appropriate in the
evaluation of a particular domain:

C

-

o -

Strong and weakpoints of networks and their detection
Controlled (centralized) versus relatively uncontrolled (decentralized)
networks
Network auto-coordination and network strategy.
Visual representation of changing complex networks
Computer software for network analysis
Computer software for network map generation on CRTs and graph
plotters

E Alternative kinds of networks; networks in the future
-- Networks versus systems and hierarchies.

fJ Ij
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Indicative listing of types of networks
There are numerous uses of the term « network» to describe features of the psychosocial system. However, although
these call attention to the complexity of the social system,
they denote a static structure and contain no reference to
the essential dynamism of networks. Networks are dynamic
both in terms of the flows between the nodes but also because
of the evolution of the network itself over time in response
to new challenges and opportunities. This dynamic feature
could well be highlighted by using « network» as a verb as
well as a noun. « Networking» becomes therefore the process of operating in an (inter-organizational) network, including the progressive evolution of this network over time (1).
In the following section an attempt is made to list together
a variety of social networks to give some idea of the areas
In which the concept can be used.

2. Institutional Networks
In which the size and complexity of a particular institution, and the range of its many associated subunits,
makes it useful to perceive the institution itself as a
network through which people, decisions, goods,
funds: etc. may pass:
Civil service (national)
Diplomatic service
MultinatIonal corporation
Cnminal networks. rings,
etc.
Espionage networks
Civil service (international)
Military servlce(s)
Religious networks

A : SOCIETAL NETWORKS (Deliberately developed)

Police-informer
networks,
security networks
Counter-espIonage
networks
Cham store
Hotel chain
Restaurant chain
Health service

The following networks are characterized by any of the
following
movement of personnel or staff between centres in the
network
movement of goods between centres in the network
movement of members (or customers) between centres
in the network (possibly on the basis of reciprocal
membership)
reallocation of personnel or resources between the centres
movement of information between centres
movement or reallocation of funds between centres
1. Networks of Organizations and Groups
In which distinct organizations are linked together in
networks which may mclude one or more of such
types as the following:

-

Government agencies
Voluntary agencies
Political groupmgs
Communes
Corporate enterprises
Pressure / interest groups Community groups
Spintual communities
Llbrartes
Museums / Art gallenes

Systems Viewed by a

SOCial

network.

Research institutes
Youth hostels
Sports clubs
Holiday resort clubs
Business clubs
Country clubs
Missions / Monasteries
Youth work camps
Theatres
Medical centres
WHO

3. Networks of Individuals
3.1

Specialist dealers (antique, art, book, etc ... «the
trade» )
Professions (doctors, lawyers, architects, etc.)
Academic (philosophers, sociologists, etc...
" invisible colleges»)
Elites (moneyed, social, cultural, etc.)
Business / industry / commerce communities
Fraternal societies / « Old boy» networks
3.2 Secret societies
" Deviant» groups (drug users and pushers,
homosexuals, vegetarians, etc.)
3.3

Inter-personal networks
Intimate networks

3.4

Intellectual influence networks (scIences)
Intellectual influence networks (letters)
Artistic influence networks
Innovation influence networks
Rumour diffusion networks
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3.5 Collectors
Radio amateurs
Pen friends
Correspondence chess
3.6

GenealogIcal trees

4. Networks of Regulations
Laws, treattes
Bye-laws
Standards
Contracts, agreements
Regulations (health,
safety, etc.)
Patents

5. Service Networks of Individuals
In which individuals are on-call or despatched, such
that they may be perceived as constituting a network
or as being constantly on the move between a network
of possible locations:
Maintenance serviceperson (telephone, electricity,
machine, etc.)
Freelance fashion models
Secretaries (temporary)
Police
Ambulance
Actors, entertainers
(" the nIght-club circuit ,,)
Journalists
Call g/(Is
Caterers

B.

by those operating the networks (despatchers, exchange controllers, etc.);
by those whose job requires that they move constantly through a network (airline personnel. railway
personnel, etc.);
by those who benefit from the existence of the network as a simple user of part of it (e.g. bus selvice passengers, etc.);
by those who are in some way negatively affected
by the existence or functioning of the network.

INANIMATE NETWORKS (deliberately constructed)
The following networks may be perceived in different
ways, such as:
by those planning or redesigning the networks in
question;
by those charting, mapping, describing or (re)presenting the networks for purposes of communication;

1. Transportation Networks
1.1

Pipelines (for oil, water, etc.)
Electrical power grids

1.2 Railways (goods,
passenger)
Subways
1.3 Truck delivery
Police car (radio)

2. Communication Networks
2.1 Telephone, telex
Cable
Pneumatic tubes
2.2

Airline networks
Bus networks
Taxi (radio)
Merchant ship / tanker

Data links (computer)
Wire services

Post

2.3 Data gathering
(scientific)
Data gathering
(meteorological)

Data gathering
(military)

3. Tf'ansaction Networks
Fund / payment / cheque clearing services
Foreign exchange (dealers)
Commodity exchanges (metal, agricultural products)
Stock exchanges

C. METHODS OF HANDLING NETWORKS
1. Mathematically based / oriented disciplines
A Topology
Graph theory
Lattice theory
Mathematical typology
B Systems analysis
Cybernetics
Operations research
Unesco

Temple Ta Som : Tele de pierre envahie par racines
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c) Cntical path networks on computer
d) Display and analysis of complex molecules

«fA,:

.::r

E: "Decision rooms"
a) War rooms
b) Corporate policy rooms
c) Power grid control rooms
d) Factory operations control rooms
i

.f'

F: Pattern recognition
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C Transaction analysis (Trade)
Input / Output analysIs (Economics)
Cross-impact analysis
D SocIOmetry
Central place theory / Location analysis (geography)
Eklstics (related to urban networks)
Ecosystem analysis
Network analysis / synthesis (circuit de§ign)
CItation analysIs
E Synergetics (topology plus vectorial geometry)

2. Aids to handling Networks
A: PERT
CPM
GERT
Decision trees
Relevance trees
B : Organization charts
a) Railway, bus, road, airline, etc.
b) Electronic circuits
c) Metabolic pathways
d) Flow charts
e) Block diagrams
D: Computer-aided visual representation of networks (CRTs, graph-plotters)
a) Computer aided design (air frames, machines, etc.)
b) Computer aided design (building, fractories, towns,
etc.)

3. Games. Structured Learning and Strategy
A. 7eam ball games (e.g. football, basketball)
In which the network of the players formal functIOnal
relationships In the team must adapt (with success) to
the specific relationships constituted by the current
state of the opposing sIde's network and to the network constituted by the actual and potential movements of the ball within the two inter-woven networks.

B: Board games (e.g. chess, go)
In which the players seek to resolve to their own advantage the interactions between the networks of . the
formal relationships between their own pieces (and
those of the opponent), the positions they currently do
or could occupy. and the network of optional move
sequences_

C: Games with moving craft (eg. computer simulated
dogfights and space warfare)
In which the players combine the skills reqUIred to
handle the network situations of A and B (above).
D: Military strategy
In which many situations like that in C are embedded
in a resource allocation (logistic) network which may
itself be modified in the light of the assessment of the
network of optional change sequences within the relevant space-time framework.
E: Programmed learning (eg. on computer, or in
special texts).
In which material is structured as a network such that
the student is either taken on to new material or back
through the network to whatever associated material
is appropriate to reduce his uncertainty about the subject.
•

(1) See also: Networking, the need for a new concept.

International Associations, 26, 1974, 3, pp 170-173
Reprinted in: Les Problemes du Langage dans la
Societe Internationale. Bruxelles, Union des Associations Internationales, 1975, pp 145-147).
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Types of networks:
Indicative relationships between focal and contextual topic areas
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NETWORK-RELATED CONCItPTS

In working with !;tltferent wes of social
entity or social phenom,ena, whethtlf international ,organizatiOns, w9Ftd..wide
, problems or key qonee~ts, itlis oft~'n difficult to $xprtlSs relatilj~ly '$implenotiol\$ abo~t the interrelatiohshjJ)s'between sU9fl entities. The inter.latioriship may be basically structural '~Il
soch entities form complex netw~ks of
characteristic shapes, or else thejnterrelafiol'lsflip may be dynamip' \\ihen
the 'flows between the entities ~re im.,
portant, ~entJ1e network isigrowing,'Or
when the netw~rki~ evolvine into ';'l0me
new shape with differ.!"t structural fharacterilit/ts.
is
\
"~~

\3ecause clear ,nd simpleic,oncepts are
IQ,cki,!g,' together, with thF approQriate
terms, discussion of such sociafcomplexity can' only be accomplisl'ted, if at
all, by the u~e:'Qf extremely cuit)bersome
and leiitgthy phrases w)1ich ten<! to
create more confltsion than they fllimlnate. A I!ocabula/y is required whjch is
adapted to cO!!'j1!!,Xity. In!he absencaot
such aivoca",ula~, d~tiat~ tenp~to
avoid discussion Clf iSSU8li]Nhich emellge
from suchcompl~xit,yan& conct;lntr;ltes
on issup Yit/ich ean be adf:lquatel1 expressed via th\~ existing VOCaDWary. TI:l,is
creates the illusion that thet.ssues which""
<:an be disc!-!,s"s,1<i~~e the, '!!9,s,!,importl!nt
because of the visibjli~ ac60rded the,~ " '
by the vo~u1ary atband.
~,\ ,
i '

,

There is therefore 'a reaj,Challenge to the
social sci.C~li to id81ttifY cplTCePts assoCiated vti,t~~orr:tpleXity sfd t~ locate '
adequate terms with wh,ch to lat?el
tRem. The development of such a vocaQ'
ulary would provide a powe~ul means
for objectitying find de-mystifying the

,'f"

com~e~ity

or'the' organiz~tional, pn~lJ:
lem and conceptusl networks by whi~
W.,\~e';~urroul'ltied a~dwithin which'
\most !ol,o~r activity is embedded/
' "

...•. '"v

. "'.".!i'

'

A good pdint of departure is the"" netwcirk'>;X! a number of ~ma'inl:l, particula,hr. ~utsiife the s(Scial llciences, ne- .
tVl/ork relat!9 tei'CI\$, are in frequent use.
.,!rhe struottiral and dynamic concepts as"soQiated \/)'ith these te.r'ms may be con'
verted for use in connection with social'
co!'nplexity. 'In the following sections a
fir$t step haS been made in this directic:Jn.. In many calies the relative simplicity/ and IjrOk of ambigui~ of the concept
vJbuld·emerge .much more clearly if diagrapl&,·or ir1 some cases sequences of
ctnlgrams;" DOuld be provided. (Contacts
t¥ve alrea.)' been ~de with a view\to
·p.~oducingJa~i1m tp !!live clari,y to this
n~,yocal1ulaiy.1}S a ~upport'for textuai
det'initibnf of t~diffe\ent co.ncepts).

'Th~lf;peJ.~1 ~;~van~;~~\QLtbisparti<ltital'

. strat~gy is that the point 6f depCfrture,
(~JttlS«vork » can be consid8r~~,S's being
"'composed of a great variety ot'social entiti~ and links. It is the focuS of concel1l
cu( the conception and definition of
thes~'partial features of the SO;181 fabric
wf:li!?IJ j~t~ cause of mUch o~ the cOq1municcttion ttifficulty with' regard to' social
strllctures an~.processes. There may
th,refore be ~Ch advantage to be
g~fned by ,focusing on a "fabric-orienteel» conc$pt like network V(hich bYp,sses mal'\y relative'ly trivial difficulties
(without imposing an unsatisfactoFY'so'
lution) and stabilizes discussion at a 'new
a.d
mOte
fruitful'ievel,
j
,
,.J'.;
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T'Y0 different apPtQ8ches are;j)re&enfed
on; the follo~ ;a'pages.
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TOWARDS A VOCABULARY
ADAPTED TO SOCIAL COMPLEXITY AND PROCESS

Structural relationship to environment
international network
symbolic network
enclosed network
disguised network
structural violence
token network

unrepresentative network
isolated network
constrained network
invisible network
ritual network

Change over time/Flow characteristic
network
network
network
network
network

short-circuit
flows
duration/durability
intensity
frequency

network reactivation
network clogging/noise
concentrating network
dispersing network
overloaded network
underloaded network

Network control

Relationship to another part of network

regulated network
controlled network
undirected network
autocoordination
autoactivation
spastic network
focused network

organizational counterpart
functional substitution
network inconsistencies
distorted network

Growth over time

Operational relationship to environment
commensal network
synnecrotic network
symbiotic network
predatory network
extractive network
supportive network
inputting network
variety-suppressing network
network destruction

network erosion
coopting network
catalysis
problem/organization mismatch
problem/concept mismatch
absorptive network
facilitative network
catalytic network
prosyletizing network

network emergence
network complexification
networking
network retraction
network diversification/
differentiation
imploding network
exploding network

explosive differentiation
imposive simplification
network rigidification/
crystallization
network reactivation
network elaboration
demantelement des reseaux
declining network

Properties/Conditions
residual network
undeveloped network
crisis network
passive network
active network
wild network
turbulent network
conscious network
blind network
inadequate network
unstable network
metastable network
stable network
potentially explosive network

introverted network
extraverted network
socialized network
politicized network
personalized network
working network.

potential network
networked problem area
open network (to inputs)
closed network
networking
spastic network
undifferentiated network
organizational network

static network
dynamic network
temporary network
knotted network
leaking network
network shock
fibrillating network

Structural characteristics
hierarchized network
bureaucratized network
floating centre network
network short circuit
network fragmentation
intra-organizational network
transorganizational network
inter-organizational network
open network (Le. not dense)
coarse linked network
finely linked network
closed network (impen.)

network directedness
undirected network
network duration/durability
network intensity/transaction flow
network frequency
blocked network
layered network
network horizontal extension
network articulation
network centrality
network coherence/interconnectedness/density.

Originally prepared by A.J.N. Judge for a symposium of the Union of International Associations (Paris, March 1974) on the" Conceptual problems of language in international society»,
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WORDS FOR USERS,
WEAVERS, DESIGNERS OF OPEN NETWORKS
Network: an array of points connected
by lines.

the Network. Principal weavers are allowed to establish Network offices.

Open: does not exclude or reject.

Network space: an imaginary n-dimensional space into which are entered symbolic expressions of events.

Explorer: one for whom a highly valued
aspect of life is guessing about the unknown and doing something with the
consequences of the guess.
Quest: aesthetics-governed exploration.
General-purhose quest-facilitator: one
notion of what open networks are good
for, and the ruling concept of the open
network which is sustained by Network
Research, Denver, Colorado.
Event: an intention, which is a subjectively important element in someone's
pattern of exploration.
Network event: an event which has been
given symbolic expression and entered
into network space.
Territory: an interrelated complex of
somethings which are not words, and
which resist and reward the efforts of explorers. Network maps are not territories.

Common sense: the faculty which makes
you suspicious of complex definitions.
Access fee: a payment to Network Research assuring constant access to the Network and recipt of publications.
Network research: a formal, designed
component of the open network (as of
June 1978), which designs and implements systems, and which attempts to
maintain the general coherence of the
Network. Most of what happens in the
Network, by contrast, is allowed to shape
itself through spontaneous ordering forces for which Research creates tavorable environments.
Network atlas: the entire set of network
maps in the collection maintained by Network Research.

Description: a thorough account of an
event. There are no descriptions in network maps, but the map will tell you
where a description can be fournd.

Network architecture: the art which has
to do with the design of networks of all
kinds. In open networks it depends on
careful balancing of designed and spontaneous order. (This opinion is held by
Network Research. Denver Colorado,
June 24th, 1978. If we have designed this
network well, it may lead us to better theories, rather than only confirming the
ones we already have).

Descriptor: a partial description of an
event seen from one of many possible
viewpoints.

Network cartography: the theory and art
of combining forms of respresentation to
make maps of networks.

Network map: a way of organizing
events so that where you go next depends on where you are, what interests
you started with, and what happened last
time you made a trip.

Field: a category that includes a number
of descriptors. For example. Good ways
to make apple pie. Fields may include
fields.
Originator: a regular user of the Network
who enters an event into the Network.
Regular user of the Network: someone
who, has told Network Research that
they want to receive Network publications on a regular basis, and that they
wish to have assured access to all the
tools and services provided.
Special event: an event which happens
at a particular place and time. Should be
distinguished from abstract event.
Organizer: someone who organizes special events through the Network.
Weaver: a pattern-seer and connection
maker. Weavers make open networks effective.
Contact: someone designated by the onginator of an event to handle responses.
Principal weaver: someone designated
by Network Research as a weaver permitted access to all the names, addresses and phone numbers of users of

into the details of the map (the descriptions), and toward the territory in which
the event resides (the non-verbal world
and the people who inhabit it).
The open network news: a publication
reflecting the flow of events into the network, and changes in the network map.
Research space: space in The Open Network News containing material chosen
by Network Research. The items in research space will not contain evaluative
statements from staff of Research, but
may report that an idea, book, person, or
venture is recommended by a certain
person or group.
User space: space in The Open Network
News purchased, organized, and edited
by users of the Network, among whom
are weavers and the staff of Network
Research whenever they want to say
something that contains an evaluative
statement.

Special purpose Networks: networks in
tended to achieve some known-in-advance objective which is less general
than the facilitation of all explorations
without regard to their ends or content.
Open Networks: networks intended to
be of use to all explorers without regard
for the objectives and content of their explorations. and not requiring prior understanding or approval of their ideas by any
authority.
Netv/ork. geiisiatoi: an informai aliiance
of users, weavers, researchers, and
friends of the Network who work to develop the best possible quest-facilitative
tools and environments.
Linkage system: a word being used by
some network theorists (especially Robert Theobald of Futures Conditional) to
distinguish open networks from special
purpose networks.
Event tokens: the elements in network
maps which contain pointers to all descriptors belonging to a given event, and
which also contain pointers to the contacts, and probably to the originator, for
the event. Thus, tokens face two ways -
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